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FROM the earliest design studies, to 
the last of the air-cooled line, this book 
covers every model and iteration of 
the iconic Porsche 911, chronicling the 
continuous process of evolution and 
impeccable build quality that has kept 
the 911 fresh for over 50 years. Limited 
edition cars, rare prototypes, and one-
off specials are included, and all models 
are lavishly illustrated with over 1250 
contemporary photos and illustrations, 
plus reproductions of advertising 
material and brochures, making this 
the most comprehensive reference work 
available on the air-cooled 911 … truly 
the ULTIMATE book on the subject.

With the full co-operation of 
Porsche, the author has assembled and 
presented an extensive history of the 
air-cooled 911 that includes full year-
by-year coverage of production models, 
listings of colour and trim options, 
descriptions of limited edition cars, 
Porsche’s racing efforts in the arena of 
motor sports, plus three highly-detailed 
appendices.

The birth, rise, and eventual 
replacement of the air-cooled 911 by 
the water-cooled 996 is catalogued in 
unprecedented detail, revealing how 
the company fought through sometimes 
difficult times, political turmoil and 
changing fashions to keep the 911 
current and on top of its game through 
every decade.

The definitive history of an evergreen 
Porsche, presented in an elegant and 
impressive package.

BORN in Coventry, once the heart of the 
British motor industry, Brian Long is a 
professional writer with a passion for 
vintage and sporting machinery. 

A trained mechanical engineer and 
long-term Porsche owner, he has had 
a strong connection with the Porsche 
factory and its products for over two 
decades. 

Married to Miho, and with two children 
(Louis and Sophie-Mercedes), Brian now 
lives just outside Tokyo, and spends much 
of his free time with Thoroughbred horses. 
He has had over 70 books published, 
including many works on German marques.

Brian says: “From kindergarten age, 
I used to look forward to the day when 
an Ice Green Metallic 911 Turbo would 
appear in my drive. It never did, of 
course, but a 964 Carrera 4 eventually 
fulfilled the dream – a car my dear friend 
‘Koby’ Kobayakawa used to own out here 
in Japan. Fully overhauled after 20 years 
on the road by ace mechanic Michihiko 
Higashida at Nobel (formally K3 Works, 
which used to belong to my uncle in 
the heyday of the Kremer racing team), 
it should be good for another couple of 
decades at least, by which time another 
generation will be able to enjoy it ...”

Brian Long
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THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF THE AIR-COOLED PORSCHE 911 chronicles the entire history  
of the classic Porsche 911 – model-by-model, year-by-year – in an elegant slip-cased production,  

limited to 911 individually numbered copies.

A beautifully designed artpaper volume: a celebration of the 911 to cherish

Illustrates early design studies and prototype models 

Includes over 1250 photographs and illustrations

Reproductions of original period brochures and adverts

Comprehensive appendices

Full year-by-year model details, with engine type, capacity, and variations

Detailed technical engine specifications for all units from 1963 to 1997

Chassis numbers and production figures for every model, covering the entire air-cooled era
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6 The Ultimate Book of the Air-cooled Porsche 911 

introduction and 
acknowledgements
This book is based on an earlier five-volume set of books covering the history of the 911 up to 2004, but thanks to 
the enthusiasm of Rod Grainger at Veloce, we can now bring it to you as a huge and definitive, single tome, fully 
revised and updated, and now covering the air-cooled models in their entirety. 

THIS new book looks at each of the air-cooled 911 
models and their derivatives from 1963 through to the 
1998 Model Year range, taking in all of the world’s 
major markets along the way, as well as the various 
specials, and the competition cars that have upheld 
Stuttgart honour for so long in racing and rallying. 

Most of the illustrations have been sourced from the 
factory, as I’m a firm believer in using contemporary 
material. That way, the reader is presented with not 
only a selection of stunning pictures, but also a useful 
reference guide for restoration and authenticity. Period 
advertising, mainly from my own collection and that of 
Kenichi Kobayashi at Miki Press, hopefully adds interest.

In the early days, it was Klaus Parr who supplied 
me with material and support from the factory – a 
wonderful person who I’m happy to say I’m still in touch 
with long after his retirement. Now it is Jens Torner 
we all have to thank for providing such magnificent 
images. It seems hard to believe that Jens and I have 
known each other for well over a decade, during which 
time a friendship has blossomed, allowing us to talk 
about all manner of subjects, including our mutual 
love of Kawasaki motorcycles. 

Also, I can’t forget to mention Dieter Gross, who 
tirelessly sorts out chassis numbers for me in a 
ruthlessly efficient manner to set the record straight 
once and for all.

Outside the factory, Nobel has come to the rescue 
on the technical side on many occasions, not least 
with the supply of parts books, and I have to thank 
Family Garage (the authorized Porsche dealer for 
Chiba) for its support in this direction, too. I also 
have to acknowledge the superb research facilities 
at the Japan Motor Industry Federation building in 
Tokyo that fills in all the gaps, and Dorko Rybiczka 
– no longer with us, but never far from our thoughts. 

As I noted in the original introduction in the five-
volume set: “This project is a very special one for me, 
as I’ve always harboured a soft spot for the 911 ever 
since I was a young child. In reality, I guess the same 
is true for most of my generation that grew up in the 
supercar era.” 

Indeed, from kindergarten age, I used to look 
forward to the day when an Ice Green Metallic 911 
Turbo would appear in my drive. It never did, of 
course, but a 964 Carrera 4 eventually fulfilled the 
dream – a car my dear friend ‘Koby’ Kobayakawa 
used to own out here in Japan. Fully overhauled 
after 20 years on the road by ace mechanic Michihiko 
Higashida at Nobel (formally K3 Works, which used 
to belong to my uncle in the heyday of the Kremer 
racing team), it should be good for another couple of 
decades at least, by which time another generation 
will be able to enjoy it ... 

Brian Long
Chiba City

Japan
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CHAPTER

1

the 911’s roots The name Porsche never fails to conjure up 

an image of exotic sports cars and, for many, 

memories of the man behind the marque – 

Ferry Porsche. The 911 is synonymous with the 

Stuttgart brand, but its roots can be traced back 

to the 356 and a generation of sports-racers, 

which, in turn, started life as pre-war designs 

fielded by a unique family of engineers. It is a 

product of gentle refinement, nurtured by a son 

who continued to believe in the sterling work of 

his father ...
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Ferdinand Porsche (left) and his son, Ferry, 

pictured in 1937.

Professor Ferdinand Porsche had worked for Lohner, Austro-Daimler, Daimler (which soon after became Daimler-
Benz) and Steyr, and had an unrivaled reputation in Germany as a designer. After leaving the latter concern, he felt 
the time had come to establish his own company. Registered in April 1931, a design studio was set up in Stuttgart 
with a team of handpicked engineers and designers. This team included Porsche’s son, Ferry, who was then just 
21 years old.

FERRY Porsche inherited much of his father’s natural 
flair for engineering and, although he wanted to 
become a racing driver, his father soon put a stop to 
his aspirations. This is perhaps fortunate for, without 
him, the Porsche company, as it exists today, would 
never have evolved, and neither would the vehicles 
recognized as the ‘true’ Porsches.

As Germany’s Chancellor, Adolf Hitler was naturally 
very supportive of German industry, and financed the 
Mercedes-Benz and Auto Union racing programmes to 
show the world the strength of German engineering. 
The highly successful Auto Union V16 Grand Prix 
car was a Porsche design, of course, but it was the 
Volkswagen (or VW) that provided the basis for the 
Porsche success story. As it happens, the VW project 
was also financed by the Nazi Party – a blessing at the 
time, but something that would cause problems for the 
Porsche family later on.

Just as Hitler was approving the final plans for the 
Volkswagen, the Second World War broke out. During 
the hostilities, Porsche and his team were moved 
to the Austrian village of Gmünd, and there they 
produced many designs, including those for a number 
of tanks. Because of his ‘links’ with the Nazi leader, 
Professor Porsche was arrested and interrogated 
by the Allied authorities following the war, but was 
promptly released. He then went to Renault and, whilst 
there, Porsche and his son-in-law, Anton Piech, were 
arrested and imprisoned by the French on war criminal 
charges, with bail set at one million francs. 

However, the Porsche offices in Stuttgart were 
occupied by the United States Army during this time, 
and Ferry Porsche had little chance of raising the 
ransom money by repairing ex-Army Volkswagens. By 
an amazing stroke of luck, he was approached by Carlo 
Abarth (the famous engine tuner) and Piero Dusio, 
a rich Italian industrialist who, among other things, 
wanted to build a Grand Prix car.

The resulting machine, the Cisitalia, drew heavily 
on pre-war Auto Union designs, and was very complex. 
Sadly, the project was destined to fail, as escalating 
costs put a potentially successful car out of reach of 
even Dusio’s wealth. It did, if nothing else, provide 

Ferry Porsche with enough money to free his father, 
and the Professor was allowed back to Austria in 
August 1947.

The legendary 356

Design work on the Type 356 sports car had begun 
in Gmünd after Ferry Porsche decided that his 
small company should construct a vehicle based on 
Volkswagen components. Fortunately, the British had 
managed to revive the VW factory after the war, thus 
making the idea feasible, and the first drawing was 
dated 17 July 1947, just one month after the project 
was instigated.

The first chassis was completed in March 1948 
and fitted with a prototype open body two months 
later. The spaceframe chassis on Number One was 
well designed, but unsuitable for cost-effective series 
production as it was very labour intensive to build.

Power came from a tuned 1131cc Volkswagen unit 
mounted back to front to give good weight distribution, 
but unfortunately this configuration took up too much 
space to allow for any more than two seats. A number 
of other problems were encountered with this setup 
and, from the second car onwards, the engine was 
mounted in traditional Volkswagen fashion on a sheet 
steel platform chassis.

Number One was duly taken to the European Grand 
Prix in Switzerland to allow journalists to try the car, 
and it was at this meeting that Porsche met Rupprecht 
von Senger, who was particularly enthusiastic. Von 
Senger and his partner agreed to buy the next four 
vehicles, and also proved very helpful in getting 
supplies from Wolfsburg to Gmünd.

The second car was a coupé, completed in August 
1948. Aerodynamics were very good and, combined 
with the lack of openings at the front and the seamless 
construction of the body, meant the Porsche was 
capable of some very high speeds for such a small-
engined machine. 

Announced during the summer of 1948, the car’s 
public debut was scheduled for the Geneva Show 
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in 1949. It wasn’t long before a 1086cc capacity 
was chosen, allowing owners to compete in the 
1100cc Class at international level. In the meantime, 
in mid-September 1948, Porsche sealed a deal with 
Volkswagen securing the supply of parts (VW was now 
back in German hands, headed by the capable Heinz 
Nordhoff ), as well as the use of the Volkswagen dealer 
and service network.

The Gmünd cars were completely handbuilt, their 
aluminium bodies beaten into shape, as there simply 
wasn’t the money available to tool up. According to 
Ferry Porsche, 46 cars were built at Gmünd between 
June 1948 and March 1951. However, figures vary 
between sources, with most quoting 50 or 51 vehicles.

Serious production began early in 1950 when the 
firm moved back to Stuttgart. The Porsche site was 
still being used by the Americans at the time, so the 
factory belonging to Porsche’s neighbour – the Reutter 
body works – was used initially. Reutter had already 
been given the contract to build new steel bodies for 
Porsche in November 1949, and an area was set aside 
for the fledgling motor manufacturer.

The first steel-bodied Porsche was completed in 
April 1950. There were a number of small differences 
compared to the Gmünd alloy cars, but they were 

indeed subtle. In fact, mild and constant updating was 
to become a feature of Porsche production through 
the years, the company preferring to introduce new 
models that were evolutions of the outgoing vehicle. 
Even the competition Porsches were largely based on 
production cars during these early days.

At the 1950 Paris Show, an ailing Ferdinand Porsche 
held talks with Max Hoffman and others to try and get 
the 356 into America. By the end of 1950, the Professor 
was gravely ill: he died a national hero in January 1951.

In the meantime, in December 1950, a small design 
and management office was purchased near the 
Reutter works, and a racing shop was attached with 
just enough room for two cars and four mechanics. 
It was at this stage in the proceedings that the 
company was registered as Dr Ing. h. c. F Porsche 
KG. The Stuttgart concern had a staff of 108, with 
planned production of around ten cars per month. 
In the event, this was easily doubled, and nearly 
300 Porsche 356s were built in the year. The 500th 
German-built 356 was driven out of the works in 
March 1951, and just five months later the 1000th 356 
left the factory.

By March 1951, 1283cc engines were available, and 
a 1488cc unit followed in October. Although the 1100 

Porsche Number One behind the first coupé. 

Whereas the roadster was mid-engined, 

the closed car had the traditional VW 

rear-engined layout – a key feature of the 

Porsche road car line for many years – with 

the gearbox and transaxle in front of the 

powerplant.

The key staff at Gmünd (from left to right): 

Karl Rabe, Erwin Komenda and Ferry 

Porsche. In addition to the 356, Komenda  

was heavily involved with the Type 901 

project, too. 
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PROFESSOR PORSCHE
FERDINAND Porsche was born on 3 September 1875. The son of a tinsmith, he grew up 

in the village of Maffersdorf (on the border of today’s Germany, Poland and the Czech 

Republic), receiving his early education there before moving on to the Reichenberg State 

Technical School to study electrical technology. 

Shortly after his 18th birthday, he moved to Vienna and, by 1897, had already built 

himself an electric-powered bicycle whilst in the employ of Bela Egger & Company. In 

1899, Porsche joined Jakob Lohner, whose interest in electric automobiles and vast 

experience in the carriage trade led to the Lohner-Porsche – an interesting vehicle with 

an electric motor in each front wheel hub, and the preferred transport of Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand. 

Porsche married in 1903, and took up the appointment of Technical Director at 

Austro-Daimler not long after. From then on, Porsche’s fame as an engineer spread 

quickly, his talents giving birth to a wide range of products, from fine competition cars 

to aero-engines. It was during the Austro-Daimler era that Porsche’s two children were 

born – Ferdinand Anton Ernst (or Ferry) and his older sister, Louise, who later married 

Anton Piech and gave the world another famous engineer, Ferdinand Piech. 

Meanwhile, Porsche became Technical Director of Daimler in 1923, staying on until 

1928, by which time the company had merged with Benz to form Daimler-Benz AG. He 

had injected a great deal of sporting DNA into the Mercedes line-up, but a disagreement 

with the Board led to him moving to Steyr. Ironically, a merger between Steyr and Austro-

Daimler was then mooted, and Porsche decided it was time to set up his own business 

– a design office was established in Stuttgart in December 1930, and formally registered 

the following April.

Starting with 13 employees, such was Porsche’s reputation that dozens of companies 

approached him, and the staff increased to well over 100 by the start of the war. He was 

responsible for a number of outstanding vehicles during this period, such as the V16 Auto 

Union racer and the car that would become known the world over as the Volkswagen 

Beetle. Porsche was also called upon to oversee a vast number of military projects, and 

this is one of the main reasons why he was imprisoned by the French after the hostilities. 

Professor Porsche was duly released from prison in August 1947, cleared of all 

charges levelled against him, but he died less than four years later. His health had 

never been the same following his imprisonment, but at least he was able to see his son 

develop a new car bearing the family name.

Professor Porsche photographed in 1950 with a Volkswagen Beetle.

engine continued until the end of 1954, there were 
fewer sales of the smaller capacity models, especially 
in America, a market that was already proving very 
important to the company.

In September 1952, the 1500 gave a refined 55bhp, 
while the roller bearing engine (giving 70bhp) became 
known as the 1500 Super. Other important revisions 
carried out during 1952 included dropping the old 
two-piece windscreen, although the distinct V-shape 
remained until 1955. Stronger bumpers, now moved 
further away from the body, were also a feature.

The original Porsche factory was supposed to 
have been handed back in September 1950 but, due 
to the alert caused by the Korean War, the American 
authorities held on to it. With no sign of the old factory 
being returned, another works was built, next door to 
Reutter, and by November 1952, the first cars were 
starting to roll out of Werk II.

From November 1953, a roller bearing version of 
the 1300 was made available and called the 1300 
Super. Launched at the Paris Salon, this 60bhp unit 
was shortlived, remaining in production for only 

six months; all pushrod roller bearing engines were 
phased out by the end of 1957.

Dr Ernst Fuhrmann began designing the powerful 
Carrera engine during 1952. In order to keep its 
physical size down, he devised an ingenious system 
incorporating no fewer than nine shafts, 14 bevel 
gears and two spur gears to operate the dohc per bank 
arrangement. The beauty of this system was that the 
engine’s overall dimensions were little changed from 
the standard unit. The first engine was up and running 
in April 1953 – it was right virtually from the start, 
and testing took place in the new Porsche 550 at the 
Nürburgring in August.

A Carrera engine was installed in one of the works 
Gmünd coupés, and entered for the 1954 Liège-Rome-
Liège Rally, held that particular year in August. Ferry 
Porsche’s theory was that if the unit could survive such 
a tough event, it could safely be put into a production 
car: the decision was made that much easier after 
Herbert Linge and Helmut Polensky won outright!

In 1954, the staff increased to 493, but only 1934 
cars were produced – 44 less than in the previous year. 
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a replacement  
for the 356

The 356 was never going to be an easy vehicle to 

replace. It had a fanatical following that few other 

cars enjoyed, and the long production life of the 

series meant it was synonymous with the Porsche 

name. The racers came and went, but the 356 

continued year after year as an ambassador of 

the marque. However, it was obvious that the 356 

could not go on forever – a new car was needed 

to take Porsche into a new era ...
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Part of the Porsche stand at the 1963 

Frankfurt Show. While the 356s were open to 

the curious eyes of the public, the Type 901 

was railed off.

The 356 series soldiered on into 1965 – or 1966, to be 100 per cent accurate – after an incredibly long production 
period. Strangely, the public had seen its successor only a couple of months after the 356C (the last of the line) 
was introduced, as a 901 prototype had been exhibited at the 1963 Frankfurt Show. In retrospect, the appearance of 
the six-cylinder car was, perhaps, a touch premature, as it was well over a year before full-scale production began.

The 1963 Frankfurt Show

A lot of interesting cars had made their debut at the 
1963 Frankfurt Show. The Mercedes-Benz 600 stole 
the limelight in the luxury sector, whilst NSU finally 
conquered the early problems associated with the 
Wankel rotary engine to bring out the NSU Spider, 
alongside the more conventional Prinz 1000. The Glas 
GT models also put in an appearance, as did 1.8-litre 
versions of the BMW 1500 (the 1800 and 1800Ti) and 
Opel’s Kadett coupé. 

On Stand 27 in Hall 1A, the area occupied by Porsche, 
all eyes were on the pale yellow 901 prototype. The 901, 
whilst retaining many of its predecessor’s features, 
was a completely new car. Although the rear-mounted, 
air-cooled boxer engine layout was retained, along 
with the famous Porsche baulk-ring gearbox and all-
round independent suspension, it was a larger vehicle 
designed for true GT motoring. Featuring fastback 
coupé styling that was definitely evolutionary rather 
than revolutionary – at least in terms of the practices 
long since established by the Stuttgart marque – it 
displayed typically Teutonic restraint, looking chic 
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and functional as opposed to something with forced 
styling and unnecessary gimmicks on every panel. 

In its report on the event (which opened on 12 
September), MotorSport observed: “The car on the 
stand at Frankfurt was ‘the only one we’ve got’ or 
words to that effect, and as they have no intention of 
making any for at least a year, one wonders why they 
didn’t wait until the next Frankfurt Show to introduce 
it, unless it was to forestall the more sensationally-
minded Continental newspapers.

“However, its specification is interesting for it 
uses an intriguing new flat-six, air-cooled engine of 
two-litre capacity with single overhead, chain-driven 
camshafts for each bank, which gives 130bhp (DIN) at 
6200rpm. The new engine, which uses an eight main 
bearing crankshaft and is, of course, the first Porsche 
to eschew gear-driven camshafts, is mated to an all-
new, five-speed gearbox/final-drive unit.

“The car is not a full four-seater but the two 
occasional rear seats should remain comfortable for 
a little longer than the usual ‘legless dwarf’ variety. 
The car remains unmistakably a Porsche in appearance 
except for its longer wheelbase and different front and 
rear end styling. 

“The front suspension is similar to the MacPherson 
principle except that torsion bars are used as the 
springing medium, while the rear suspension retains 
trailing arms and transverse torsion bars. Disc brakes 
of Porsche/Ate construction are fitted on all wheels.

“Porsche claims a top speed of 120mph [192kph] 
and a standing start quarter-mile in 16.4 seconds. No 
prices have been announced, but it is likely to cost 
around £2000 in Germany.”

Another contemporary report appeared in Motor. 
The issue, dated 18 September, carried front and 
rear shots of the new machine, a technical drawing 
of the rear Ate combination disc/drum brake, and the 
following words: “For the enthusiast, perhaps the 
most notable car at the Frankfurt Show is the new 
Type 901 Porsche – with a six-cylinder two-litre engine.

“In the Porsche tradition, this is an air-cooled, 
horizontally-opposed unit mounted at the rear, and is 
astonishingly compact. Each bank of the three cylinders 
has its own overhead camshaft – driven for the first 
time in the maker’s history by chain – and each bank is 
served by a triple-choke Solex carburettor feeding into 
individual ports. Below each bank of cylinders are the 
three exhaust pipes uniting into a single pipe leading 
forward to a small silencer, from which the gases are 

led back into a common transverse expansion chamber 
(with two short tailpipes) which serves both banks of 
cylinders.

“With a bore and stroke of 80 x 66mm (1991cc) 
the engine is claimed by the manufacturer to give 
approximately 130bhp nett at 6200rpm on a 9.0:1 
compression ratio.

“A new five-speed gearbox has been designed for 
the 901 and the car has disc brakes all-round of the 
Ate/Dunlop type recently adopted on the 1600 models; 
in these the rear discs have the special Porsche 
combination of discs and drums to give a powerful 
handbrake.

“The body follows typical Porsche lines [with a more 
flowing, more modern profile on a familiar shape] but 
the wheelbase has been increased by about 4.75in to 
give better passenger space, although the rear seats 
are still definitely of the occasional type. In contrast, 
external width has been reduced by 2.75in for easier 
traffic driving without sacrifice of internal width, which 
is said to have been fractionally increased.

“Production of this Type 901, which is planned to 
give a 120mph-plus performance with much greater 
refinement, cannot begin ‘for some time.’”

Over 50 years on, it’s interesting to consider – and, 
for me at least, hard to believe – that when the 901 
(duly christened the 911 once production started, for 
reasons which will be explained later) was first shown, 
there were mixed reactions from Porsche diehards. 
Seemingly, fans of the Stuttgart marque, particularly 
in America, had become so attached to the shape of 
the 356 that anything else bearing the Porsche badge 
was unthinkable. As the years passed, the latest car 
became generally accepted, and, it has to be said, 
the styling drew nothing but rave reviews from the 
contemporary press, even in the States. 

The new car’s styling

The now classic lines of the 911 came from the pen 
of Butzi Porsche. Butzi (officially Ferdinand Alexander) 
was the eldest of Ferry Porsche’s sons, born in 
December 1935. After a three year term with Bosch 
and a brief spell in the US with the famous designer, 
Raymond Loewy, Butzi joined Porsche’s Styling 
Department in 1957, taking charge of it four years later. 
This was not nepotism, however, as Butzi went on to 
become a very accomplished designer, and is held in 
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 Ferdinand Alexander ‘Butzi’ Porsche hard at 

work on an early clay model.

 The Type 695 study for a 356 replacement 

resulted in some interesting designs.  

A number of styling proposals were 

submitted from outside concerns, including 

the hallowed house of Pininfarina, but 

ultimately the styling was done in-house  

by Butzi Porsche.

high esteem to this day. Erwin Komenda, who had 
been with Porsche since its earliest days, took care of 
the engineering side of the unit construction bodywork 
in conjunction with Reutter. 

In a contemporary interview with Jerry Sloniger, 
Butzi Porsche remarked: “Styling is the new baby in our 
firm so you hear more about it right now. Everybody 
knew about the technical side already. I don’t know if 
there would have been a styling studio if I hadn’t been 
inclined that way, but it would certainly have been 
necessary. Any firm building cars today needs one.

“We have to design a car we can count on for at 
least ten years. The first 911 form goes back to 1959-
1960, but there were many similar ideas before that. 
For the 911 we wanted a falling tail-line like the 356, 
first of all. And to keep the rear engine, of course. That 
dictated our form. 

“With us the headlamps play a great role in the 
face. You can change the front lid, perhaps, but the 
lamps must remain Porsche. We have thought about 
fold-out lights for a long time but it’s always hard to 
get novelties accepted. We will have new things but 
only when they are technically right, not just novel. 
They must fill [sic] a reason.”

So, with these key elements in mind, it’s hardly 
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the early 
911 models

A month after Porsche announced its availability, 

the 911 was displayed across the Channel at Earls 

Court (the London show ran from 21-31 October 

in 1964), but this time the concessionaires were 

able to put a provisional price on it – £3750 

including tax, which equates to about £1500 more 

than what was being asked for the contemporary 

1600SC coupé. Left-hand drive cars were said to 

be filtering through by the end of the year, and 

right-hand drive models were expected to be 

available from spring 1965 ...
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Promotional material dating from 

 October 1964.

Over a year had passed since the 911 had first made its debut as the Type 901 prototype, but still the model was 
slow to find its way into the marketplace. Although Porsche had acquired the Reutter works in 1963, taking full 
control of its coachbuilding activities from 1 March 1964 (the other part of the business remained in the hands of 
the Reutter family, becoming the Recaro seat concern), in reality, the factory’s capacity remained unchanged. There 
was little difference in production terms between owning a contractor and being able to call on it as necessary, and 
with the 356 still listed as current, there was a distinct shortage of 911 bodies. 

WITHOUT a constant supply of trimmed bodyshells, 
the Zuffenhausen company was in serious trouble. 
On the other hand, quality suffered if production was 
rushed. The initial surge of orders made the problem 
worse, and, in the background, there were plans to 
introduce a four-cylinder version of the 911 (known as 
the 912), so Porsche was forced to look elsewhere. 
Fortunately, the Karmann factory was in a position 
to help. Karmann had supplied Porsche with certain 
bodies for the 356 in the past, so there was already 
an established relationship. The 912 body was duly 
assembled and trimmed in the Osnabrück works. 

Meanwhile, the 911 was being appraised by the 
world’s press. Although the majority of early tests were 
carried out using pre-production cars, the author has 

tried to avoid quotes that relate purely to these early 
vehicles. The majority of the following contemporary 
comments are therefore equally relevant to production 
models.

Early press comment

In its April 1965 issue, Car & Driver stated that, since 
the car had first been shown in Frankfurt in 1963, “the 
price estimate dropped, the performance estimate 
rose, and a demand built up that the current four-a-
day supply won’t be able to satisfy for some time to 
come. The first six month’s production is completely 
sold out ...”
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The writer went on to say: “Porsche’s new 911 
model is unquestionably the finest Porsche ever built. 
More than that, it’s one of the best Gran Turismo cars 
in the world, certainly among the top three or four.

“Let it be understood at the outset that the 911 
does not replace the 356, according to the factory. In 
the catalogue, it replaces the fussy, little-appreciated 
Carrera 2 while the 356C (ex-Super) and 356SC (ex-
Super 90) still roll off the assembly lines at about their 
normal rate. However, we can’t believe that Porsche 
will continue making two entirely different cars, side-
by-side, beyond the immediately foreseeable future.

“The 901/911 was not the ‘best’ car Porsche could 
have made. Porsche could have put the storied flat-

eight engine into production, bored out to, say, 2.5 
litres and tuned up to 240 horsepower. That would 
have put the 901/911 into the Ferrari-Corvette-Jaguar 
performance bracket. It also would have raised the 
price considerably, and Porsche was understandably 
nervous about entering the No Man’s Land market for 
$9000 GT cars. The four-cam eight also would have 
had the same kind of maintenance and reliability 
problems the Carrera engine had; problems like that 
are hopefully non-existent in the 911’s sohc six-cylinder.

“The engine idles somewhat uncertainly at 800rpm 
but is smooth as a turbine from 1000rpm on up to 
the 6800rpm red-line. It revs quickly and freely, like a 
competition engine with a light flywheel.”

 A couple of shots of the Porsche works 

in 1965. Note the bodies on trolleys in one 

picture, and the 356 and 904 in the other.

 Delightful publicity shot from a catalogue 

dated May 1965.

 Interior of a home market 911 dating 

from 1965. The steering wheel features the 

optional horn-ring; maybe not as elegant as 

the standard horn push in the centre of the 

wheel, but far more practical. Note also the 

switch for the sunroof above the ignition key.
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One of the first 911 catalogues, reproduced in 

full, here and on the following pages. The same magazine also noted: “Porsche had a 
full four-seater on the drawing boards at one point, 
but Ferry Porsche felt that his company’s business 
was not selling super-duper sedans or ultra-ultra 
sports/racing cars, but optimum priced, optimum 
size, optimum performance GT cars, which is exactly 
what the 911 is.

“At $6490 POE East Coast (or $5275 FOB Stuttgart), 
the 911 isn’t what you’d call cheap – no Porsche 

ever was – but then, quality never is. It’s of more 
than ordinary interest that the 911 costs a whopping 
thousand dollars less than the Carrera 2 it replaces.” 

Bernard Cahier found the left-hand drive production 
model “to be a great improvement in every respect” 
when compared to the earlier prototype he sampled. 
Cahier, a racing driver of some note, said: “From 
the very first few miles at the wheel, three things 
strike the driver, particularly if he is already used to 
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Porsche introduced the 912 model in May 

1965. The body, suspension, steering and 

braking system were identical to that of the 

six-cylinder 911, but the 912, launched at 

DM 16,250, was far closer to the 356 in that it 

used a slightly modified version of the four-

cylinder Super 90 power-unit (known as the 

616/16 in its final 95bhp form).

the 912 
variants
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The 912 was announced in the July 1965 issue of Road & Track with the following prose: “Following a policy of 
rationalizing its production programme and model range, Porsche is dropping the 356 model line ... The 356C and 
356SC are scheduled to remain in production until the end of 1965, but only for export to America.”

“FOR European sale at the present time, and for export 
‘later,’ Porsche has introduced the 912 as a companion 
model to the already announced 911. 

“The body/chassis and suspension of the 911 and 
912 are identical, but the 912 uses the 356SC engine 
in place of the new sohc six-cylinder unit of the 911.

“The 356SC engine is the well known four-cylinder 
pushrod ohv unit producing 95 DIN horsepower. 
Large intake ‘mufflers’ and engine air filters reduce 
the engine noise, as installed in the 912. Maximum 
torque is now developed at a lower engine revolution 
range, which improves the flexibility of the engine. In 
addition, a completely new four-speed (and optional 
five-speed) gearbox has been developed. The new 
five-speed gives an optimum of engine performance 
for the road, and the synchronizing mechanism has 
been improved. Both the 911 and 912 have 12-volt 
electrical systems.

“Both cars have the same suspension, but the 912 
is about 130lb [59kg] lighter. Handling characteristics 
of the two cars are about the same, and both are a 
substantial improvement over the 356 series, due to 
the new suspension.”

The 912 was powered by the 616/36 unit, featuring 
revised construction (now mirroring that of the 911 unit, 
with cast-iron cylinder liners inside a finned alloy jacket, 
and light alloy heads and crankcase) and a number of 
other changes. Whilst the bore and stroke of the old 
engine were retained (giving a cubic capacity of 1582cc), 
along with the same Solex carburettors and wet sump 
lubrication, the compression ratio was reduced from 9.5 
to 9.3:1. With a new camshaft, valves and valvegear, it 
became a more free-revving engine, giving 90bhp DIN – 
equivalent to 102bhp SAE.

Maximum power was therefore 5bhp down on 
the 616/16 (delivered at the same 5800rpm for both 
engines), but maximum torque output was almost 
identical, and occurred much lower down the rev range 
in the new unit; the 616/36 was listed with 90lbft of 
torque at 3500rpm, against 91 at 4200 for the older 
four. More importantly, the latest torque curve was such 
that it didn’t drop below 87lbft after 2800rpm all the 
way up to 5000, giving a feeling of greater flexibility 
and smoothness; the red-line was marked at 6000rpm.

Judging by contemporary reports, better 
soundproofing was required, but it’s fair to say the 
new engine was more refined than its predecessor. 
The larger, barrel-type air filters helped by being 
offset to prevent ‘beating’ of the induction. A single 
exhaust pipe replaced the two used on the 356, 
exiting on the nearside like the 911s. 

Naturally, the four-cylinder engine was significantly 
lighter than the six used in the 911. Weight distribution 
was therefore improved, now being typically 44 per cent 
front, 56 per cent rear. 

Anyway, this difference gave the car a new 
character. As Bernard Cahier wrote in 1965: “The 
handling of the 912 was obviously closely related to 
that of the 911, but with a certain difference mainly 
due to the difference of weight between the two cars 
... With the 912 we found that same basically neutral 
steering behaviour. However, that oversteering, which  

A German poster announcing the imminent 

arrival of the four-cylinder 912.
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could appear under extreme conditions in the 
911, was not noticeable in the 912 which, in fact, 
appeared to be even understeering on roads with 
fast bends.”

Car & Driver also picked up on this: “The four-
cylinder engine is over 100lb lighter than the 911’s 
six-cylinder, so, theoretically, the 912 should handle 
better. Also, the 912 has picked up some weight in 
the production run – compared to the early 911 we 

tested – and most of the increase is in the front 
end, with a slight decrease at the rear. So, again, 
theoretically, the 912 should handle better. 

“But in their Teutonic zeal to eliminate the full-
opposite-lock oversteer that plagued the early 356s, 
Porsche’s engineers have outdone themselves. The 
912 understeers as if the engine was up front. The 
handling is quite safe and hardly bound to surprise 
anyone accustomed to front-engined cars, except by 

The first 912 catalogue, reproduced here, and 

on the following page, in full.
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the tenacity of its grip on the road, which, like the 
911’s, is formidable.”

Initially, two versions of the 912 were on offer: 
the 912/4 with a four-speed transmission, and the 
912/5 with a five-speed ’box. The Type 902/1 gearbox 
was employed for the 912/5 series, with 3.09 on first, 
1.89 on second, 1.32 on third, an almost direct 1.04 
on fourth, and 0.86 on top; the final-drive ratio was 
4.43:1. 

The five-speed unit retained the dog-leg 
arrangement, with first back and to the left, directly 
under reverse, and second through fifth in a traditional 
‘H’ pattern. This transmission was also adopted on the 
911 shortly after the four-cylinder car’s announcement, 
although the clutch plate was bigger on the six-cylinder 
machine.

The 912/4 had the same first gear and final-drive 
ratio, and fourth on the four-speed gearbox (Type 
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developments Amid political turmoil at home  

(Ludwig Erhard’s coalition party collapsed,  

with the next government promptly dismissed 

at the next election), not to mention the 

troubles in Vietnam, the 900-series  

Porsche range suddenly matured ...
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The 911 had established itself as a worthy successor to the much-loved 356, and the 912 made available the bigger 
car’s undoubted refinements in a cheaper package. With the Targa about to come off the lines, open Porsche 
motoring was also an option once again. However, before the first Targas rolled out of the Zuffenhausen factory, the 
1967 Model Year cars were launched. As well as the annual revisions expected from the German company, a rather 
special model was announced – the 911S.

The 911S

THE 911S was announced at the Hockenheim circuit 
in August 1966, priced at DM 24,500, DM 3500 more 
than the standard six-cylinder coupé of the period, and 
almost DM 7000 more than the 912. Although there 
were a number of differences in interior and exterior 
styling, the engine was the key component in the 911S, 
developed – along with the five-speed transmission – 
under the Type 901/02 designation.

The 911S engine gave 160bhp (180bhp SAE) at 
6600rpm, and 132lbft of torque at 5200rpm. This unit 
was all about top-end power, and the extra horses 
were made possible by different carburettors with 
larger venturis, a hike in the compression ratio (from 
9.0 to 9.8:1, calling for nitrided con-rods), new heads 
with bigger valves (with 42mm/1.65in inlets and 
38mm/1.50in exhaust valves. Both had a diameter 
3mm/0.12in greater than those found in the standard 
engine) operated by wilder camshafts, and a modified 
exhaust system.

The picture that accompanied the press 

release announcing the arrival  

of the 911S.
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 The 160bhp powerplant of the 911S, seen 

here without the air filter housing. Note the 

foil maintenance labels, introduced on six-

cylinder models for the 1967 season.

 An early publicity shot of the 911S, seen 

here with a very appropriate registration 

number. The Fuchs alloys were considered 

a touch ornate at this time, but became 

something of a Porsche signature over 

the next few years, when matt black 

paint in selected areas transformed their 

appearance.  Another contemporary 

publicity shot featuring the early 911S.  

The foglights under the bumper were 

standard on the S, but those by the horn 

grilles were optional.
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As Autocar pointed out in an October 1966 article, 
160bhp meant a 30bhp increase on the car with 
standard tuning, and only 55bhp less than a full race-
prepared machine. 

It stated: “Like all other Porsches, the 911S has 
no choke for cold starting, but the usual technique 
of pumping the accelerator for a rich mixture must be 
avoided on this one, as the six chokes of the Weber 
carburettors then wet the induction too much. All that 
is needed is a turn of the ignition key and perhaps half 
throttle, whereupon the engine bursts to life instantly, 
hot or cold.

“Blipping the throttle at rest sends the rev counter 
needle catapulting round the dial just like on a racing 
car, indicating a light flywheel and tremendous torque. 
On the road, in the lower gears practically the same 
thing happens and one must keep a very wary eye 
indeed on the red blob at 7300rpm. Over-revving can 
damage the valvegear, so Porsche very wisely fits an 
ignition cut-out on the rotor arm to operate at exactly 
7300rpm.

“When accelerating through the gears, two definite 
steps in the torque curve can be felt. The catalogue 
peak comes at 5200rpm, but before that at about 3000 
the engine takes a deep breath and literally surges up 
to the next step, where the extra punch feels like an 
additional pair of cylinders being switched in.”

With the same five-speed transmission and gearing 
as before (apart from a taller 0.79 top ratio, that is, 
which was unique to the S), Porsche quickly named 
the 911S as the “fastest production Porsche ever,” 
claiming a 0-60 time of 6.9 seconds and a top speed of 
over 140mph (225kph) with the standard transmission. 

The ‘S’ stood for Super, and it was probably a fair 
description.

Whilst neither the Autocar or Road & Track could 
repeat the acceleration figures, Car & Driver clocked 
a 6.5 second 0-60 time and Road & Track recorded 
141mph (226kph), which would appear to back up the 
catalogue entry. However, fifth gear was so overdriven 
that it took several miles to extract the last drop of 
top speed from the car, with acceleration tailing off 
quite dramatically over 120mph (192kph). To overcome 
this, for competition use, one of four special ratio sets 
could be specified to perfectly match the event.

Whichever way you look at it, though, the 911S was 
a fast car, even by today’s standards. To try and keep 
the machine in check, adjustable Koni shock absorbers 
were specified, the front anti-roll bar diameter was 
increased to 15mm (0.59in), and a 16mm (0.63in) one 
was added at the back (this was the first time a 900 
series car had been fitted with a rear anti-sway bar). 
As a matter of interest, the S could be specified with 
a 14mm/0.55in or 16mm/0.63in front anti-roll bar in 
place of the standard item, and all combinations were 
available as optional parts on the run-of-the-mill 911.

Another part of the 911S equation was an uprated 
braking system. Road & Track announced that while 
it was “unchanged in disc diameter or swept area, the 
911S’s system has ventilated rotors rather than the 
solid discs of the 911.” 

As Car magazine said: “Porsche claims that these 
are the first hollow-cast ventilated discs – racing 
style, with radial air holes out from the hub – in a 
production GT car. We have a feeling that one or two 
American makers actually got there first. But there is 

 The front suspension, steering and braking 

system of the 911S, the latter complete with 

ventilated discs.  Rear suspension and 

driveshafts from the new 911S. Note the 

Rzeppa joints, which replaced the Nadella 

joints (seen in the foreground) on all cars  

for 1967. 
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The major changes introduced for the 1969 Model 

Year provided the basis for the 1970 C-Serie 911s, 

although the engine size was increased to 2195cc 

on all the established six-cylinder grades.

the 2.2-litre 
models
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A 2.2-litre car on test at the Weissach proving 

ground, by this time an extremely valuable 

R&D centre, and self-contained testing 

facility for the Porsche engineering team.

The window sticker that says it all ... 

The 2.2-litre engine with carburettors (left), 

and fuel-injection.

Introduced in September 1969, the 2.2-litre machines had power outputs quoted at 125, 155 and 180bhp DIN 
respectively for the T, E and S grades. The increase in cubic capacity, overseen by Paul Hensler, was achieved by 
the use of a bigger bore (up from 80 to 84mm) and, as before, the 911E and 911S models came with fuel-injection, 
while the T ran with carburettors. 

THERE were a number of other changes in addition to 
the new bore size. For starters, more cooling fins were 
added to the cylinder barrels (although the construction 
remained the same, with Biral cylinders on the E and S, 
and heavier – not to mention cheaper – cast-iron ones 
on the T); bigger valves were employed across the 
board (46mm/1.81in inlets, with 40mm/1.57in exhaust 
valves, although the S continued to have its own head 
design until 1971 when it was brought into line with 

the other units); the T gained the high powered CD 
ignition (mounted on the inner sidewall of the nearside 
wing) already fitted to the other grades, and the clutch 
diameter was enlarged to 225mm (8.9in), and given 
more damping in order to handle the extra horses with 
a modicum of refinement.

On the subject of transmissions, the four-speed 
gearbox (Type 911/00) was standard on the 911T in 
most markets (with ratios of 3.09, 1.63, 1.04 and 0.76), 
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A 2.2-litre Targa with a Lockheed Starfighter 

from the German Air Force.

A 911T coupé from the 1970 Model Year. 

This vehicle was featured in a number of 

contemporary road tests.

Interior of the 911T Targa for 1970 – it was 

very similar to that of the 1969 cars.
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although the UK received five-speed transmissions as 
part of the package for all cars. The five-speed unit 
(Type 911/01) came with internal ratios of 3.09 on first, 
1.78 on second, 1.22 on third, 0.93 on fourth and 0.76 
on fifth. In both cases, the final-drive was listed at 
4.43:1, and a ZF limited-slip differential was listed as 
an option, available with one of two locking factors. 
The Sportomatic gearbox continued (Type 905/20), 
with cogs giving 2.40, 1.55, 1.13 and 0.86; the torque 
converter ratio remained at 2.15:1, and the 3.86:1 final-
drive was also retained.

With so many changes introduced on the 1969 
range, there was very little else in the way of revisions 
for 1970. The T got ventilated discs, although the 
calipers were cast-iron rather than light alloy, as fitted 
to the E and S: disc diameters were listed at 282mm 
(11.1in) up front, 290mm (11.4in) at the back. Dual 
circuits were used with a proportioning valve and self-
adjusting feature, while the rear discs continued to 
feature an integral drum to ensure a good handbrake.

A 2.2-litre 911T Targa in Stuttgart, the home 

of Porsche.

Detail shot showing the optional sunroof for the coupé. Note 

the air deflector, the separate grille for the speaker in the 

dashboard top roll, and the rearview mirror stuck to the 

windscreen.

The 911E Sportomatic coupé of 1970 vintage.
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the 2.4-litre 
models

The 2.4-litre cars arrived during a period 

of upheaval at the Porsche factory – an era 

remembered for politics in the Boardroom, and 

the changing face of the racing programme. 

But the 2.4-litre models were important 

nonetheless, being the last of the so-called 

‘Narrow Body’ machines ...
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IN response to California’s bid to cut by a third HC 
and NOx emissions, the engines were designed with 
low octane fuels (commonly known as Regular, or 
91-octane Two Star in the UK) in mind, with unleaded 
petrol (increasingly popular in the States and Japan) 
also catered for. Ironically, three months after 
California announced its tough new proposals, the 
folk in Washington said it couldn’t be passed as law; 
however, most engineering teams around the world 
had already instigated change, Porsche included. 

The longer stroke unit, whilst not quite as free-
revving, had been found to produce a lesser amount 

of harmful emissions than one of the same capacity 
achieved through a bigger bore, and this was the main 
reason for taking this route. The bigger displacement 
was chosen simply to make up for the drop in power 
caused by the lower compression ratios adopted to 
deal with the lower grade fuels.

Three power ratings were made available in Germany 
at the time of the announcement in September 1971: 
130, 165 and 190bhp DIN. Rather than a power loss, 
as expected, this represented an increase of 5bhp for 
the latest European-spec 911T (now listed with 130bhp 
at 5600rpm, instead of 125 at 5800, despite the c/r 

Although there were earlier 2.4-litre racing cars (bored-out versions of the 2.2-litre flat-six, listed with a cubic 
capacity of 2381cc), this engine size was adopted across the board for the standard 911 range for the 1972 season. 
However, this larger displacement was achieved rather differently, by keeping the same bore measurement of the 
2.2-litre cars and lengthening the stroke by 4.4mm. With the bore and stroke now listed at 84 x 70.4mm, the 1972 
Model Year production vehicles, known as the E-Serie, had a 2341cc engine. As such, the 2.4 badging could just 
as easily say 2.3, as this was closer to reality. Nevertheless, a nominal 2.4-litre capacity was listed in the official 
paperwork, so this is the designation we shall use, too.

The 2.4-litre version of the 911S engine.
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going from 8.6:1 to 7.5:1), and 10bhp more for both 
the E and S. The 911E unit, having its compression 
ratio lowered from 9.1:1 to 8.0:1, now developed 165 at 
6200rpm (the same engine speed as peak power was 
produced in the 2.2-litre version), whilst the S, with the 
c/r dropping from 9.8:1 to just 8.5:1, was endowed with 
190bhp, coming at 6500rpm as before.

In addition, there was a significant jump in maximum 
torque output for each engine, the domestic 911T, 911E 
and 911S units gaining 14, 10 and 11lbft respectively. 
The European 911T went up from 130lbft at 4200rpm 
to 144lbft at a slightly lower 4000rpm, the latest E 
had 151lbft instead of 141 (both peak figures were 
developed at 4500rpm), and the S now had 158lbft of 
torque at 5200rpm, against 147 at 5200 for the 2.2-litre 
lump.

Interestingly, the American T engine (commonly 
known as the 911TE) had fuel-injection, while the 

A 2.2-litre factory hack with a mock-up of the 

front spoiler introduced for the 1972 season. 

The tow hook was hidden neatly in a recess 

behind the number plate.

European version (the 911TV) retained carburettors. 
This was to enable the car to comply with the latest 
Federal emissions requirements, but, ironically, 
resulted in one of the few occasions where a US-spec 
vehicle had more power than one designed for the 
Autobahn. Why? Simple economics. In America, the 
car needed fuel-injection, but the difference in price 
between the T and E was only about 10 per cent as 
a result. In Europe, where the cheaper fuel delivery 
system could be adopted without any problems, legal 
or otherwise, the difference between the two was 13 
per cent. In other words, fuel-injection added about 3 
per cent to production costs.

As America’s Car & Driver pointed out: “Each [engine 
type] has a different camshaft, with the S being the 
most radical, and the timing of the mechanical fuel-
injection is different for each of the three versions. 
But perhaps the most interesting variations are the 
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A 2.4-litre car on test in the sound chamber.

intake manifolding and cylinder head porting. All of 
the heads have the same valve sizes but the injection 
stacks (now of moulded plastic) and the intake ports 
are of a larger diameter with each increasing stage of 
tune. That has much to do with positioning the torque 
curve, low and full in the T, high and peaky in the S.

“All 911s have an oil cooler back in the engine 
compartment but the S has an additional one in the 
right front fender just behind the headlight. (Air enters 

through the little chrome grille just inboard of the 
parking light and the oil lines are visible along the 
right-hand rocker panel.)”

The crankcase was made in magnesium alloy 
to reduce weight, with the heads made of a special 
aluminium alloy. As before, the finned cylinders 
were cast-iron on the 911T, while those of the E and 
S featured Biral construction – basically, cast-iron 
barrels with aluminium alloy sleeves cast onto the 
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relative 
tranquility

“Porsche says there will be a 911 as long as  

there is a demand for one, but it’s difficult to  

see the car or the demand lasting more  

than a couple of years. At the most.”

Mike Knepper, commenting in a  

contemporary Car & Driver article.
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COLOURS 1979 

Standard
  Black

  Grand Prix White

  Guards Red

  Continental Orange

  Cashmere Beige
  Talbot Yellow

  Mocha Brown

  Bitter Choc./Chocolate Brown

 Olive Green
  Arrow Blue/Royal Blue

  Lilac/Moonstone

Special
  Black Metallic

  Silver Metallic

  Casablanca Beige Metallic

  Tobacco Metallic

  Copper Brown Metallic

  Oak Green Metallic

  Light Green Metallic

  Minerva Blue Metallic

  Light Blue Metallic

  Petrol Blue Metallic

Trim and materials
       +          Black, Lobster 

Red, Brown or Cork vinyl, with Black, Red, 

Brown or Tan leather as an option. 

       +    Seat inserts came in 

Black, Red, Brown or Cork leatherette (or 

perforated leather – standard if leather 

trim specified),

   /   :         or matching 

pinstripe velour or ‘Tartan Dress’ cloth. 

       Carpets came in Black, Red, 

Brown or Cork velour pile.

The 924 Turbo was introduced towards the end of 1978, giving rise to yet more rumours that the 911 was getting 
close to the end of its reign. While the 928 was not selling at expected levels (due to the state of world economy 
rather than any failing in the car itself), the 924 Turbo filled the gap between the strict 924 and the larger, V8 
machine, in terms of price and speed; it was slightly cheaper than the 911SC coupé and offered a similar level of 
performance. 

The 1979 Model Year

A strike at the factory disrupted production, but, as far 
as the cars were concerned, the spec sheets reflected 
an unusual period of little change, at least by Porsche 
standards. Engines and transmissions stayed basically 
the same, although the US and Japanese turbocharged 
power-units  were  allocated  new  type  numbers  after 
some minor tweaks. 

The  Sportomatic  option was  still  available  at  the 
start of  the season, but officially phased out  in May 
1979  (a  few  cars  had  this  gearbox  after  this  date, 
however,  built  to  special  order,  the  last  in  1982;  all 
these late vehicles used the 930/19 engine code).

Prices  for  the  1979  Model  Year  were  DM  42,950 
for  an SC  coupé  in Germany, with  the  Targa  version 

As far as the 911 is concerned, much of the 

publicity material for 1979 – such as this shot 

showing the 911SC Targa and coupé, and the 

3.3-litre Turbo to the right – was carried over 

from the previous year.

costing  DM  3030  more;  the  911  Turbo  (coupé  only) 
was  almost  twice  the  price  of  its  normally-aspirated 
brethren, listed at DM 79,900.

In  the  States,  Porsche  prices  ranged  from  $14,600 
for the 924 to $42,520 for the mighty Turbo. SC options 
included Sportomatic  transmission  (for  the first half of 
season,  at  least),  air  conditioning  ($695),  an  electric 
sunroof  ($795),  forged  alloy  wheels  ($1230),  power 
windows ($300), cruise control ($270), sport seats ($330), 
leather seats ($680), full leather trim ($1450), front and 
rear spoilers ($650 the set), and stereo equipment.

Porsche sold 17,018 cars in the USA in 1978, 4484 
of which were normally-aspirated 911s, and 566 were 
Turbos. In the following year, sales of all models fell 
except  for  the 911 Turbo (up by 86) and the 928 (up 
by 19); the 911SC accounted for just 3267 of the 13,818 
sales made in the States that year. 
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A couple of delightful publicity shots 

featuring the 911 Turbo and the 911SC coupé. 

Note that European-spec Turbos normally 

had small reflectors to the side of the rear 

over-riders; these were rarely fitted on NA 

cars, and not used on vehicles destined for 

America.

Volkswagen  of  America  appointed  James  Fuller  to 
reverse the downward trend in Porsche sales, although 
the  current  climate  had  a  lot  to  do  with  it  –  high-
performance cars and gas guzzlers (victims of the CAFE 
fuel efficiency listing) were frowned upon, but Porsche 
continued  to  build  ever  more  powerful  and  faster 
models.

This picture was used on the cover of the 

1979 Model Year range brochure, and shows 

the 911SC coupé in the foreground, the 928 

(left) and 924 in the middle row, and the 911 

Turbo and 911SC Targa at the back.

British news

Margaret Thatcher was elected the new Prime Minister 
of Britain in mid-1979, but she took office at a difficult 
time.  All  industrialized  nations  were  suffering  the 
effects  of  another  oil  crisis,  and,  in  1979,  oil  prices 
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A 911SC coupé at speed. This 1980 car, with 

optional sunroof, conforms to European 

mainland specification (apart from in France, 

with its local regulations), sporting a short 

front indicator lens and amber section for 

the rear turn signal. Note also the headlight 

arrangement; quite different to that on cars 

shipped to the States. 

The 911 Turbo (left) with a 911SC coupé. Note 

the ‘Porsche’ script on the dressing piece 

between the rear lights; it was also visible on 

the finned brake calipers of the Turbo. The 

rear foglight was usually an option in most 

countries, although some required them by 

law. For some reason, this Turbo does not 

have rear reflectors, but at least this gives 

a clear view of the bung covering the hole 

where the tow-hook screwed in (just above 

the foglight).

shot up by more than 80 per cent, and increased again 
before the end of the year; inflation was running at a 
33-year high in the States. None of this helped sales of 
luxury goods, of course.

Inflation  was  also  evident  in  the  UK,  as  the  SC 
started the season at £13,849, but, by January, the SC 
was listed at £14,549 (coupé or Targa) at Britain’s 18 
dealerships; the SC Sport was £16,298, and the Turbo 
commanded a hefty £26,249 price tag. 

At  the  same  time,  924  prices  started  at  £8549, 
and  the 928 was available  from £20,498. As  for  the 
competition, a Ferrari 308GT4 cost £15,999, the Jaguar 
XJ-S £17,400, the Mercedes 450SLC just under £20,000, 
the Maserati Bora £23,750, and the Aston Martin V8 
came in at £26,999.

John  Bolster  tried  a  strict  911SC  coupé  (ie.  the 
standard, not  the Sport version), and declared: “The 
car is quieter than previous Porsches, though certainly 
not silent – it would spoil the fun if it was. 

“For  long  journeys,  the  911SC  is  marvelously 
effortless  and  the  cornering  power  is  very  high.  In 
normal driving the machine understeers and few owners 
will wish to go beyond that stage. A daring driver may 
eventually  hang  the  tail  out,  but  rapid  correction  is 
then  imperative  for  there  is eventually a point of no 
return. In general, the cornering power is so high that 
one can forget the rear-engined configuration on dry 
roads. In the wet, it would perhaps be advisable to use 
a modicum of discretion.

“The suspension is definitely hard and there is some 
hard thumping on bad roads, but the car feels so stable 
and does  not  pitch,  in  spite  of  its  short wheelbase. 

This  is  the  kind  of  hard  suspension which  irons  out 
the  more  serious  bumps  and  the  general  effect  is 
very much  in  keeping with  the  sporting  character  of 
the car. Towards its maximum speed, the 911SC feels 
as  if  it’s moving  pretty  fast  and  one  needs  to  keep 
awake. Indeed, it takes more holding at 140mph than 
the Turbo did at 160mph. No doubt this is due to that 
enormous  spoiler  on  the  Turbo,  but  perhaps  one  is 
better without such a cop-attracting appendage.

“At high speeds,  it  is affected by strong gusts of 
wind, and it is best to keep below 110mph under these 
conditions. 

“In general, however, the Porsche is a most exciting 
sports car, with which one can beat almost anything 
on the road without really trying. It has a personality 
that  is all  its own and  I can understand how people 
become  addicted  to  the  marque,  even  though  I  am 
perhaps  not  totally  convinced myself.  Above  all,  the 
car  is beautifully made, and as a piece of first class 
engineering it is almost in a class of its own.”

The people at Motor tried the latest Turbo in May 
1979, and stated: “Our mean speed of 160.1mph should 
satisfy most owners. It also happens to be the highest 
top  speed  we  have  ever  measured  for  a  production 
model ... The standing quarter-mile is covered in 13.4 
seconds, passing the post at 104mph.

“Only  someone with scant  regard  for  the price of 
tyres and for his license will approach such figures on 
the road but a large percentage of the Turbo’s potential 
is  useable,  and  our  testers  had  as  much  praise  for 
the  way  in  which  it  performed  as  for  the  sparkling 
acceleration itself.
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After a period of the 911 range constantly 

under threat of being axed at any moment, 

the arrival of Peter Schutz signalled a 

reprieve for the air-cooled model ...

revival
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Peter Schutz began his career as Porsche’s new Chairman promisingly, with a great deal of investment pumped 
into new production lines and a computerized parts centre at Zuffenhausen. Four-wheel drive was being assessed 
for the 911, which confirmed the new man’s stated intention to keep the rear-engined car in the line-up, and the 
factory restoration shop did the first of many slant-nose conversions.

As always, Daytona opened the season, and 
witnessed a convincing victory for the 935 of Brian 
Redman, Bobby Rahal and Bob Garretson. Le Mans 
legend Derek Bell came second, partnered by Bob Akin 
and Craig Siebert in another 935, whilst third place 
and GTU honours went to the 911S of W Koll/J Kline/R 
McFarlin.

935 drivers, Hurley Haywood and Al Holbert, raised 
the trophy at Sebring, and fellow Porsche men, John 
Fitzpatrick and Jim Busby, came through to take the flag 
at the Riverside IMSA event. At Mugello, an Osella took 
the honours, although John Cooper and Dudley Wood 
came second in a 935, staving off the Lancia challenge.

The Martini-sponsored Lancias (now in 1.4- and 
1.8-litre turbo guise to qualify for both divisions) failed 
to finish at Monza and Silverstone. Surprise winners 
at the high-speed Italian track were Edgar Doren 
and Jurgen Lassig in a Wera 935, while another 935 
won at Silverstone, fending off the threat from BMW. 

BASED on the Turbo, the first slant-nose model was 
completed on 16 July 1981 (chassis number 619). With 
front bodywork resembling that of the early 935 
racer (complete with low-mounted front lights and 
cooling vents), sill kit, wider rear arches (with air 
ducts appearing in time for engine and brake cooling, 
plus the oil cooler which had been moved rearwards), 
and a regular Turbo rear wing, it was built to special 
order, although the conversion was listed as an official 
factory option a few years later. 

The 1981 racing season

For 1981, the WCM format was changed to make it more 
attractive. It became known as the World Endurance 
Championship (WEC), with 16 rounds, some counting 
towards the traditional title for manufacturers, and 
others for a new drivers’ crown. 

Two very early slant-nose Turbos pictured at 

the Zuffenhausen works. Note, the lighting 

arrangements on these first conversions.
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BMW came back to win the shortened round at the 
Nürburgring, however.

At Le Mans, partnered by Britain’s Derek Bell, Jacky 
Ickx won for Porsche, the Belgian driver becoming the 
first person to win the Sarthe classic five times. Bell 
and Ickx were driving a 936 powered by the engine 
developed for the ill-fated Indy project, incidentally. 
Meanwhile, Group 5 laurels went to the Cooper/Wood 
pairing, who brought their 935 home in fourth place.

The circus then moved to America, where Porsche 
stalwart, Hurley Haywood, won in Daytona. The Lancias 
came one-two at Watkins Glen, but 935s filled the next 
four places, with a 934 in seventh (the latter taking 
GTO honours). Rolf Stommelen and Harald Grohs then 
duly took their 935 to victory at Mosport and Road 
America.

Following cancellation of Vallelunga and Dijon, the 
Brands Hatch round (held on 27 September) signalled 
the end of Group 6 and the dawn of the new and 
exciting Group C era. The World Championship was 
set for a much-needed revival, with a greater range of 
machinery on display. A Lola won, with Bob Garretson 
and Bobby Rahal bringing in an IMSA-spec 935 K3 in 
second – sufficient to secure the drivers’ crown for 
Garretson, the California businessman. As for the 
makers, it was a repeat of 1980, with Lancia, Porsche, 
then BMW in the top three.

Brian Redman took the IMSA Camel GT crown, 
although he drove a Lola as well as a Porsche 935 
during the season, while the SCCA Trans-Am title fell 
to Eppie Wietzes in a Corvette. The stranglehold was 
certainly starting to slip, so Porsche handed over the 
blueprints relating to ‘Moby Dick’ to the Kremer and 
Joest teams in Germany to enable them to remain 
competitive. 

The 1981 rally season

Therier and Vial looked set for another WRC win on the 
Monte, but an accident on the final night put an end 
to their challenge. Thus, Jacques Almeras was the top 
Porsche finisher, taking his 911SC to ninth place.

Swedish ace, Per Eklund, came ninth on his home 
rally in a 911SC (Toyota chose not to enter the event, 
leaving him free to drive another car), while Therier 
retired in Portugal with a broken fuel line. 

Jean-Pierre Ballet finished fourth (first in Group 3) on 
the Tour de Corse. Swaton came eighth in another 911, 
although the event should have been won by Therier 
(a series of punctures led to his retirement whilst in 
the lead). Therier retired again in San Remo, as did 
Walter Rohrl, who also drove a 911 on the event. Rohrl 
was fast in the Almeras car in the early stages, but a 

Action from Sebring in 1981. The WCM series 

was becoming more attractive by now, and 

renamed the World Endurance Championship 

(WEC). However, Lancia took the spoils at the 

end of the season.

Poster announcing Bob Wollek as winner of 

the 1981 Porsche Cup. Wollek won the prize 

an unrivalled seven times during his career.
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 Jean-Luc Therier’s 911SC pictured on the 

1981 Rally of Portugal. Although Therier had 

won the event in the past, in 1981 he retired 

with a broken fuel line.

 Manfred Hero and Wolfgang Thiry on the 

Rallye Trifels, held in Germany a couple of 

weeks after the Portuguese event. Hero won 

with this 911SC, but could not capture the 

West German Championship.

Walter Rohrl and Christian Geistdorfer 

pictured during the San Remo Rally – 

the tenth round of the 1981 World Rally 

Championship.

broken driveshaft (caused by an earlier encounter with 
a curbstone) forced him out of the rally.

The 944

The gap between the 924 and 928 narrowed for the 
1982 Model Year with the appearance of the 2.5-litre, 
four-cylinder 944. Although clearly based on the 924 
both visually (there was a striking resemblance to the 
Carrera GT) and in mechanical layout, the 944 used 
less VW-Audi sourced parts, and was much quicker 
than its two-litre brethren.

Although the 928 went into production with a 
4.5-litre V8, the plans for the original engine proposed 
a five-litre unit. Essentially, the 944 powerplant was 
half of that prototype V8. With a 2479cc displacement, 
it developed a healthy 163bhp, contra-rotating balance 
shafts helping to keep it smooth.

Writing for Classic Cars, Roger Bell noted at the time 
of the new model’s UK launch: “So excellent are the 
qualities that really matter – performance, economy, 
refinement, comfort, build quality, finish – that the 
944’s few deficiencies seem rather trivial ... Even at 
£13,000, the five-speed manual does not appear to 
have a competitor in sight.”
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The big news for 1984 for Porsche fans was the 

introduction of the four-wheel drive 959 supercar, 

first shown at the 1983 Frankfurt Show. The 

twin-turbo, 2.8-litre engine produced no less than 

450bhp, endowing the six-speed Group B monster 

with a 0-60 time of 3.9 seconds and a top speed 

approaching 200mph (320kph). However, priced 

at DM 420,000, it cost nearly ten times as much 

as a contemporary 944! For those who lived in 

the real world, the next best thing on a realistic 

budget was a new Carrera ...

a new  
carrera
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INTRODUCED alongside the 959 concept vehicle in 
Hall 8 at the Frankfurt Show (which ran from 15-25 
September in 1983), the normally-aspirated 911 range 
acquired a new 3.2-litre engine, and it was this latest 
flat-six – said to be up to 80 per cent new – that 
provided the evergreen rear-engined machine with its 
gain in all-round performance.

With a bore and stroke of 95 x 74.4mm (the 
increased stroke made possible by adopting the eight-
bearing, forged steel 930 crankshaft), the new unit 
(Type 930/20 in European guise) displaced 3164cc – a 
capacity previously seen on a few of the turbocharged 
racers. 

New forged pistons ran in Nikasil barrels with the 
same bore as used on the SC. Above the pistons, the 
valves were carried over, but they were operated by 
new camshafts (still only one per bank), the ports were 
enlarged, and there was a revised inlet manifold and 
combustion chamber shape. 

Once again, Porsche chose the Carrera appellation to use on the 911, but this time, rather than being applied to a 
short run, thinly-disguised racer, it was given to the standard, normally-aspirated 911 range. The base model had 
progressed to such an extent, that the marketing people, prompted by Peter Schutz, had no qualms about using 
this legendary tag on the entry level 911. Of course, some considered this to be sacrilege, but few could argue that 
the new models lacked the performance to live up to the name. 

The 959 was displayed at the 1983 Frankfurt 

Show as the ‘Gruppe B’ concept car. It was 

one of the fastest and most expensive road 

cars of all time.

The 3.2-litre Carrera. The main differences 

between the Carrera and SC body was the 

flush-fitting foglights of the former, and, 

when fitted, a new rear spoiler. 

A key feature, however, was the use of the Bosch 
Motronic DME (Digital Motor Electronics) engine 
control system to augment the new L-Jetronic injection. 
This measured operating temperatures via a ceramic 
sensor in the cylinder head, and monitored ignition 
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and injection settings to accurately deliver a lean 
mixture on a light throttle, or a higher ratio of petrol in 
response to driver input.

As well as having a fuel shut-off on the over-run, 
the DME system prevented over-revving, cutting fuel 
at 6520rpm, so there was no longer a separate device 
needed in the distributor. It also allowed a higher 
compression ratio, and, while this brought with it a 
requirement for 98-octane fuel on the 930/20, economy 
was enhanced yet again, said to be up to 10 per cent 
better, compared to the last SC.

In addition, oil pressure-fed timing chain tensioners 
were a vast improvement (these maintenance-free 
items could be retro-fitted to earlier flat-sixes), and 
the cylinder head gasket was deleted, as on the 
Turbo. The air pump was also dropped, and, without 
an air box on the fuel-injection system, there were 
no more unexpected – and expensive – bangs if the 
warm-up regulator decided to play up. The package 
was completed by a freer-flowing yet quieter exhaust 
system incorporating double-skinned heat exchangers, 
and a new alternator with a higher, 1260W output to 
charge the 88Ah battery (previously an option on NA 
cars).

Weighing in at 220kg (484lb) and with a 10.3:1 
compression ratio, the 930/20, as used in Europe, 
delivered 231bhp DIN at 5900rpm (a jump of 27bhp 
over the already increased 1981 MY outputs), and 
209lbft of torque at 4800rpm. This unit would run on 
leaded or unleaded fuel, as there wasn’t a cat.

American-spec engines (Type 930/21) ran on a lower 
c/r (9.5:1), allowing the use of 91-octane unleaded 
fuel. With a three-way catalytic converter and Lambda 
sensor, it delivered 207bhp DIN at 5900rpm, and 
192lbft of torque at 4800rpm; in SAE nett terms, this 
was the equivalent of 200bhp and 185lbft. 

The 915/67 five-speed gearbox was specified for 
European Carreras, with the 915/68 five-speed for US, 
Canadian and Japanese market versions. The first three 
ratios were carried over from the SC series for the 
915/67 transmission, but fourth was listed at 0.966 and 
fifth at 0.763; the 915/68 had cogs giving 3.182 on first, 
1.778 on second, 1.261 on third, a direct fourth, and 
0.790 on fifth. 

Interestingly, the UK’s Motor magazine said: “The 
best thing about the transmission is the choice of 
ratios.” The clutch was carried over and the final-drive 
ratio remained at 3.875:1 on both types, but a gearbox 
oil cooler was now added to the spec sheet, based on 
Porsche racing technology; a ZF limited-slip differential 
was available as an option.

These new Carrera models provided a perfect 
complement to the 3.3-litre Turbo. At the same time, 
the standard 928 was dropped in the reshuffle, with 
the higher-powered 928S carrying the mantle for the 
series. Performance was certainly not a dirty word in 
Zuffenhausen ...

Body & chassis details

Compared with the SC, the main difference with the 
body was the way in which the foglights (now a 
standard fitment on all cars, although driving light 
lenses could be fitted if the owner desired) were 
mounted, now being flush on the front airdam. In 
addition, the Carrera’s whaletail rear spoiler (option 
M473) did not have the upturned edges of the version 
on the turbocharged car and sat a touch lower. As 
always, a front spoiler was needed if a rear one was 
specified, as it balanced the negative lift.

The Cabriolet hood was now available in different 
colours as a no-cost option (blue and brown augmenting 

Service Department booklet for the new car.

The DME system worked well with the 

Porsche engine, delivering fuel and adjusting 

ignition timing within fine operating 

tolerances to enhance efficiency. The 

3.2-litre Carrera unit, which took two years 

to develop, delivered 73bhp per litre – a 

very good figure considering that even the 

contemporary turbocharged flat-six could 

muster only 91bhp per litre in road-going 

trim.
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The Carrera Cabriolet, Targa and coupé , the 

latter sporting the optional rear spoiler and 

a sunroof (there was a new air deflector on 

the sunroof, changed for the first time since 

the introduction of the 911). Note also the 

latest wheels on the Targa, and the flush-

fitting foglights. These cars were built for the 

European market.

The offside front (top) and rear brakes of the 

Carrera.

the existing black), while the black ‘Carrera’ badge was 
slightly bigger than previous ones. As before, the car 
could be ordered without badging, if required. 

Eventually, a so-called ‘Turbo Look’ body package 
(known as the Carrera Sport Package in Germany, or 
SE/Super Sport in the UK) was made available for NA 
coupés. This included Turbo body panels, the Turbo’s 
uprated suspension and brakes, and the larger wheel 
and tyre combination. Naturally, this option (number 
M491) added weight, as well as aerodynamic drag, but 
no power, so was of aesthetic value only.

Meanwhile, for standard Carreras, the suspension 
was carried over (torsion bar and anti-roll bar diameters 

were the same as those of the 1981 MY 911SC), but 
at least all Carrera models got a new braking system 
to keep the extra horses in check. Discs were made 
thicker (by 3.5mm/0.14in at the front and 4mm/0.16in 
at the rear to bring both up to 24mm/0.94in) and given 
better ventilation to improve cooling. The calipers were 
a modified version of those fitted to the SC, but the 
brake pressure regulator from the 928 was adopted to 
prevent the wheels locking, and the servo was now 
the same as that fitted to the 911 Turbo. At the same 
time, a pad wear indicator was added to the centre 
of the dash, augmenting the handbrake and seatbelt 
warning lights.
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“If I look back again at the developments of our 

Porsche 911, this type undoubtedly represents 

a controversial concept, which even today many 

people do not regard as an optimal design. As an 

unswerving defender of the concept, the almost 

unprecedented long life of this model and the fact 

that new variants with a few modifications will 

ensure its survival into the future, make me very 

proud that I have kept faith with my opinion.”  

Ferry Porsche, from his autobiography,  

Cars Are My Life.

the 
evergreen 

911
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The German metalworker strike hit production at Porsche; fortunately, the dispute was soon settled (production 
lines were halted until 1 October 1984) and the number of employees now hovered around the 7000 mark. The 
outlook was positive, too. An official company spokesman announced there would be heavy investment at the 
Weissach R&D centre, as well as in the Zuffenhausen facility, the latter enabling production to increase from 80 to 
120 cars a day over the next 18 months. Ironically, most of this extra capacity was to be taken up by the 911 – not 
the 928 – with the air-cooled machine almost guaranteed survival for another ten years without major change. 

IT was around this time that Porsche threatened Covin 
with legal action if it continued to produce its VW-
based replica of the 911 Turbo. Several manufacturers 
went to court to stop others copying their designs, 
whilst some (such as AC Cars) looked at the situation 
rather differently, considering this imitation to be the 
sincerest form of flattery. Meanwhile, as always, a 
number of minor revisions were scheduled for the 911 
in order to keep it up-to-date ...

The 1985 Carrera

For the 1985 Model Year Carrera, Helmuth Bott and his 
men left the engine specification untouched, although 
the American-spec 930/21 powerplant, with its catalytic 
converter and oxygen sensor, could be specified as an 
option in parts of Europe (number M298), costing an 
extra DM 2050 on the home market. 

Bott also introduced a number of detail changes. 
Fuel tank capacity was increased to 85 litres (18.7 
Imperial gallons), oil cooling was improved (a finned 
cooler replaced the old tubular design, situated in 
the right-hand front wing, and the cut-out above the 
offside front foglight was enlarged to improve airflow). 
The radio aerial was now embedded in the windscreen, 
which had a green tint as standard, previously an 
option in some markets. 

Inside, gearshift travel was reduced, thanks to 
a new gearlever (finished with a leather boot and 
bringing about new transmission codes), and a new, 
four-spoke, leather-trimmed steering wheel became 
the standard fitment (it featured ‘Porsche’ script in 
the centre and was available in a range of colours). 
A black headlining became the norm on cars with a 
black interior (otherwise it was still an option in place 
of the regular off-white item), and power adjustment 
was added on the new seats.Cutaway drawing of the 1985 Carrera. 
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Dashboard and interior of the 1985 Carrera 

coupé. A leather dash covering was no 

longer offered in the US (or other hot climate 

countries), as the material was found to dry 

out too easily, quickly becoming unsightly. 

This option was re-introduced in later years, 

as the top roll shape was modified. 

A 1985 Carrera Cabriolet and its interior, 

this one trimmed in Cancan Red leather. The 

story about Porsche gear linkages coming 

good after 50,000 miles (80,000km) did not 

impress F1 racer, Jonathon Palmer. He 

argued the point that it was not right for 

the first owner to suffer a sticky gearshift. 

The key design had changed by this time, 

incidentally, featuring a metal Porsche crest 

embedded in a black plastic top section (a 

valet key was also supplied with the car, 

which did not open either the glovebox or 

front compartment release).
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Although the seats looked similar to the 1984 
versions, they were a touch taller than before, and the 
seatback release button was moved further up the 
outer side bolster, with a second release added on the 
inner section. Three seat styles were available: Basic 
(without power, for the Carrera passenger in certain 
markets); Comfort (with power adjustments), and Sport. 
The sporting version (optional for all cars) had bigger 
side bolsters and basic power adjustments, and all three 
styles could be supplied with internal heating if required.

Other new options included central locking, 
electrically heated windscreen washer jets (the latest 
nozzles were wider and flatter than before), and – for 
Europe only – a Sekuriflex safety windscreen.

In Germany, the 1985 Carrera coupé was priced at 
DM 66,950 at the start of the season, with the Targa 
top adding DM 3030; the Cabriolet version was listed 
at DM 74,200. Meanwhile, the Turbo was now a hefty 
DM 111,000. 

The Turbo inherited many of the Carrera 
improvements, including the latest seats and steering 
wheel (also adopted on the 944, incidentally), the 
aerial embedded in the windscreen, and larger fuel 
tank. It also gained central locking as standard (a 
switch on the centre console locked both doors), 
heated seats, and a new brake master cylinder to 
reduce pedal effort. 

As with the Carrera, on which they were an option, 
the Fuchs forged alloys could have a traditional black 

The contemporary Targa model, seen here  

in home market guise.

Standard
 Black

 Marble Grey

 Grand Prix White

 Guards Red

 Pastel Beige

 Dark Blue

Special
 Silver Metallic

 White Gold Metallic

 Meteor Grey Metallic

 Garnet Red Metallic

 Nutmeg Brown Metallic

 Crystal Green Metallic

 Moss Green Metallic

 Prussian Blue Metallic

 Iris Blue Metallic

Cabriolet top colours
 Black

 Burgundy

 Dark Brown

 Grey-Green

 Dark Blue

Trim and materials
     +  Black, Burgundy, Blue, 

Brown or Grey-Green vinyl, with Black, 

Burgundy, Blue, Brown or Grey-Green 

leather as an option;       special 

leathers included Cancan Red, Pearl White, 

Champagne, Pearl Ocean Blue, Wild 

Buffalo Brown or Dark Green. 

     +      Seat inserts 

came in matching leather or cloth (striped 

or with Porsche script),  or in pinstripe 

velour. 

      (   ) Carpets came 

in Black, Grey, Burgundy, Blue, Brown or 

Grey-Green velour pile (with White, Red or 

Champagne as an option). 

Please note that the customer could also 

supply a sample to obtain unique leather 

trim and carpet.

COLOURS 1985 

One of the first slant-nose (Flachbau) Turbos to feature a 

convertible top. Ruf had built one earlier, but the factory had 

resisted the temptation until this time, as there were worries 

the open body would flex with the extra power and torque of the 

turbocharged engine. Ultimately, open Turbos would become 

listed as catalogue models in the next couple of years. 





CHAPTER

17

“In a world ruled by stylists and accountants, 

no motor manufacturer could possibly hope to 

wring a quarter of a century out of a design, no 

matter how good it was. Fortunately, there is 

another world which is ruled by engineers and 

enthusiasts, for whom time has less meaning, 

and Porsche’s 911 model is at its centre.”

a new 
breed
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intact, but there was no doubt that the car was far 
more modern-looking than its immediate predecessor.

The roof, doors, side panels, engine compartment 
cover, front lid and front wings were all carried 
over from the last model, and the rear wings were 
basically the same, apart from a few minor details. 
However, 4WD and a new suspension called for a 
completely revised floorpan and inner structure, while 
the need for improved heating and ventilation, along 
with greater luggage space, further complicated the 
matter, given the retention of so many key panels. As 
before, the unit construction body was built up from 
galvanized steel, enabling Porsche to offer a ten-year 
anti-perforation warranty.

The bumpers were made of aluminium-backed, 
colour-coded moulded thermoplastic, their smoother 
profile cutting through the air with far greater 
efficiency than the old-style guards; smoother sill 

THE new 911 – christened the Type 964 – made its 
debut in spring 1988, badged as the Carrera 4. For 
many years – since 1974, at least – the biggest changes 
in the NA 911 range had occurred under the rear lid. 
The passing seasons had witnessed a string of new 
engines, new transmissions, and, most recently, a 
new dashboard. This time around, however, even the 
body was strikingly different, being far smoother than 
before.

It has to be said, the styling revisions for the latest 
body were very sympathetic; the classic profile of the 
911 was left virtually untouched (it was what customers 
said they wanted in the company’s numerous enquête 
replies), but the bumpers and detailing brought the 
design right up-to-date. Overseen by Tony Lapine, it 
was an exercise comparable with that of the Jaguar XJ, 
when Pininfarina retouched the Series 2 to bring us 
the Series 3 of 1979; the lines of the original remained 

“Hardly a year has gone by without some significant improvements being carried out, and at the start of its next 
25-year life, the Zuffenhausen company has prepared what is virtually a new model, 85% new anyway, with an 
entirely new chassis, four-wheel drive, ABS braking, a worthy heating/ventilation system, and a 3.6-litre air-cooled 
engine developing 250bhp.” – MotorSport, January 1989.

 The start of a new Porsche generation ... 

 Design work in progress on the Type 964 

model. The basic shape was finalized as 

early as October 1986, with only fine details 

changing thereafter, although pre-production 

prototypes had already been running in 

Germany and North America for almost a 

year by this time.
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covers were employed to match them. Naturally, these 
revised bumpers called for new front light clusters, 
now including the fog/driving lights and similar to 
the old US indicator/reflector arrangement, wrapping 
around the side on all cars, although there was still a 
repeater on the front wing on European models. 

A novel feature was the retractable rear spoiler, 
which automatically rose into position at speeds over 
50mph (80kph) – it went back down again when speed 
was reduced to 6mph (10kph). This was an excellent 
compromise, giving a cleaner shape through the air 
at lower speeds, and enhanced stability as the pace 
quickened. And although the air conditioning condenser 
(when fitted) had to be moved as a consequence, it 
also allowed more air into the engine intake as speed 
increased, doubling the air intake area once erect.

To further enhance aerodynamic efficiency, there 
were smoother rain gutters, and the windscreen was 
bonded in place. These changes had been successfully 
applied to the 944 in the mid-1980s, so it was only 
a matter of time before the 911 received them. In 
addition, an undertray was used to cover the engine, 
transmission and front axle, and, in conjunction with 
the flat floorpan, this had the effect of significantly 
smoothing airflow underneath the car. Eventually, the 

The classic 911 profile was retained, but 

the 964 was an altogether more modern 

interpretation of Porsche’s most famous 

model. As well as having cleaner lines than 

its predecessor, the 964 was also more 

crashworthy than earlier 911s.

The automatic rear spoiler was an excellent 

compromise, keeping drag to a minimum at 

low speeds, and increasing stability in line 

with the car’s pace at higher speeds. A tiny 

rocker switch under the engine cover allowed 

the rear spoiler to be erected for cleaning 

and servicing. For 1990, however, the manual 

over-ride switch was moved to the centre 

console, allowing the driver to raise the 

spoiler whilst sitting in traffic. It was found 

that a few early Carrera 4s had overheated 

in summer months, even in temperate 

Germany. Raising the spoiler allowed hot air 

to escape easier and more fresh air into the 

engine bay to keep everything cool.

Cd figure was reduced to 0.32, as per the seemingly 
impossible target value, and there was virtually zero 
lift.

As noted earlier, the front indicator lens was 
different to the earlier 911s – much larger and with 
rounded edges – although the headlights were the 
same, coming complete with colour-keyed trim rings. 
There were black wipers (a rear wiper was optional), 
plus black window trim, black door handles, and 
the same colour-coded door mirrors as used on the 
previous generation of air-cooled cars.
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One of the early Carrera 4 press cars. (The 

press launch was in the South of France, 

incidentally.) Unlike some of the earlier 911s, 

the majority of scribes reported that the car 

had very good stability, and sidewinds had 

little effect.

This shot of an American-spec C4 clearly 

illustrates the fresh rear-end styling. Note 

the third brake light, mounted at the top 

of the rear screen (a necessity for the US 

market), and the elegant ‘Carrera 4’ badge on 

the engine cover.
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Ferry Porsche stepped down as Chairman of the 

Supervisory Board in 1990, handing the position 

to his son, Butzi, who had only just been brought 

back into the fold at that time, along with Michael 

Piech. As one of the strongest supporters of the 

911 concept, its future was virtually guaranteed, 

long after Butzi Porsche himself resigned in the 

spring of 1993 ...

the 964 series 
continues
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“AFTER establishing a supercar benchmark with the 
959 – a car that in many people’s opinion has yet 
to be equalled – the new Turbo seems something of 
an enigma. There will be no doubting its explosive 
performance, nor the welcome improvement in 
dynamics. Many, if not most, of the flaws in the old 
Turbo have obviously been eliminated, yet Porsche 
appears to have taken a most expedient approach to 
keeping a Turbo 911 in its catalogue.”

Regardless of whether or not the new Turbo 
was a stop-gap vehicle, the fact is that enthusiasts 
everywhere welcomed the return to the line-up of 
the turbocharged 911. Having made its debut in 
Switzerland, production models were readied in time 
for the 1991 season ...

A new Turbo

Formally introduced in September 1990, the new Turbo 
had to meet three key objectives before public release: 
The engine had to deliver more torque and power than 
1989 levels in Europe; the ability to pass the world’s 
strictest exhaust emission and noise regulations was of 
paramount importance (a ‘world’ car was required to keep 
production costs in check, ruling out different engines for 

the various markets), and finally, the marketing people 
called for vastly improved, safer handling.

Getting more power from an engine is rarely a 
problem. What causes a headache for the engineers is 
that this power has to be delivered reliably, in a fairly 
linear manner, and, in today’s world, environmental 
concerns.

For speed (development work didn’t begin until the 
end of 1988), the new Turbo’s engine was based on 
that of the old 3.3-litre Turbo, rather than the latest 
3.6-litre unit. Given the M30/69 code, the 3299cc 
engine’s Nikasil cylinders had the same 97 x 74.4mm 
bore and stroke measurement as the 1989 flat-six, 
and, as before, the KKK turbocharger sat in the lower 
nearside corner in the rear of the bay. However, the 
blower (carrying the K27 moniker) was larger on this 
latest engine, like that found on the high-output Type 
930/66S flat-six, and the intercooler was almost half as 
big again as the one originally employed, with much 
greater throughput as a result. 

There were still twin exhausts, but now with a 
single tailpipe exiting on each side of the vehicle, and a 
separate catalytic converter was fitted on the wastegate, 
bypassing the main system to reduce back pressure. 
The main three-way cat was of all-metal, honeycomb 
construction, like that of the latest Carreras, and was 
designed to reduce back pressure by as much as 30 per 
cent, compared with a 1989 exhaust.

The Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection system was 
carried over, but improved gas-flowing, better piston 
cooling, and computer-controlled ignition, was enough 
to release 320bhp at 5750rpm – 20bhp more than the 
old European unit could muster, and, in DIN terms, 
35bhp more than the old cat-equipped American-
spec engine could deliver. Torque output was also 
enhanced, with 332lbft extracted from the unit at 
4500rpm – a massive jump of 45lbft compared to the 
last US-spec engine. 

Hydraulic engine mounts reduced NVH, while the 
dual-mass flywheel also helped give the car greater 
refinement. However, contemporary reports noted a 
fair amount of turbo-lag, even though the compressor 
wheel was 20 per cent lighter than before. Boost was 
developed from as low as 1800rpm, but the full 10psi 
didn’t really make itself felt below 3000rpm.

Autocar’s report on the 1990 Geneva Show said: “One can’t help but get the impression that this is something of 
a stop-gap model until Porsche has perfected a multi-valve 3.6-litre boxer engine that mates successfully with its 
four-wheel drive system. 

The Turbo was added to the 1991 season  

line-up in most countries.

The all-aluminium alloy engine of the new 

Turbo. Like the 3.6-litre Carrera lump, 

the new turbocharged unit had a 12-blade 

cooling fan, although the design was quite 

different, with flatter blades.
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A five-speed manual gearbox was the only 
transmission option available. The G50/52 unit, with 
its Borg-Warner synchros, had internal ratios of 3.15 
on first, 1.79 on second, 1.27 on third, 0.97 on fourth, 
and 0.76 on fifth; a 3.44:1 final-drive was selected. 
Four-wheel drive was not an option, so the Turbo had 
the traditional RR setup found on the 911s of yore. The 
Turbo came with the option of a special ZF mechanical 
limited-slip differential, however, with anything from 
20 per cent lock-up under power to 100 per cent lock-
up on the overrun.

With regard to the need for improved handling, 
this was fairly easily accomplished, as the engineers 
simply adopted the latest suspension from the 
964 models. This gave the required improvements 
in ultimate handling characteristics, and, just as 
importantly, added a far higher level of security near 
the limit. The Turbo was equipped with harder springs 
and dampers, 21mm (0.83in) diameter front and 22mm 
(0.87in) diameter rear anti-roll bars, and ride height 
adjustment, but otherwise the suspension was similar 
to that of the Carreras when specified with the M030 
package (made available for the 1991 season).

The ABS braking system employed four-pot calipers 
working on 322mm (12.7in) diameter drilled and 
ventilated discs up front, and 299mm (11.8in) versions 
at the rear. These later proved to be some of the best 
brakes on any production car.

The power-assisted steering was carried over 
from the Carrera 2 and 4, but a 17-inch wheel and 
tyre combination was specified to suit the larger front 
brakes. The ‘Cup Design’ cast aluminium alloys, 7J at 
the front and 9J at the rear, were shod with 205/50 
and 255/40 ZR-rated rubber respectively, sourced 
from either Yokohama, Bridgestone or Pirelli. A new 

Interior of the latest Turbo. This model had dual airbags, hence 

the new steering wheel design, and relocation of the glove-box 

to underneath the dash. As before, it was possible to have the 

‘Turbo’ script cut into the back of the rear seatbacks; not usually 

visible, it could be seen whenever the seats were folded. Note 

the soft, gathered leather trim on this car. 

The old-style rear wing was necessary because the  

intercooler took up all the space beneath the lid.  

As a result, the co-efficient of drag was quoted as  

Cd 0.37 on the turbocharged 964.
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spacesaver spare was required to clear the larger 
brakes.

The new suspension system, with its uprated 
rear arms and bushes, and hefty tyre print, took 911 
roadholding into a world far removed from that of 
1974, when the first Turbo took a bow – one magazine 
recorded an exceptional 0.88g on the skidpan. 
Naturally, there was a penalty to pay in ride quality and 
noise suppression, but few enthusiasts complained.

As with the earlier turbocharged cars, the wings 
were given a heavy flair at both ends of the vehicle to 
allow clearance for the tyres. As a result, the new Turbo 
was 1775mm (69.9in) wide, which is 123mm (around 
five inches) wider than a 964 Carrera, but the same 
as the turbocharged model of 1989. The extra width 
allowed a 1435mm/56.5in front track measurement, 
and one of 1494mm/58.8in at the rear. It was also a 
touch lower than the Carrera, listed at 1310mm (51.6in) 
like the previous Turbo. Otherwise, dimensions were 
the same as those of the normally-aspirated machines.

The front and rear bumpers were modified versions 
of those fitted to the latest Carreras, as were the 
side skirts. However, new resin door mirrors, which 
slipped through the air far more efficiently than their 
predecessors, were used, and the fixed whaletail was 
the same as that found on the 1989 Turbo. 

Inside, the gauges were similar to those of the 
Carrera 2, with no separate boost gauge (a digital 
read-out was provided in the trip computer at the base 
of the tachometer), but a different red-line, marked at 
6600rpm on the Turbo. In fact, about the only major 
cockpit difference, compared with the NA cars, was air 
conditioning as a standard feature.

Interestingly, the EPA rated the Turbo at 13/21 against 
16/22 for the old model. The higher fuel consumption 
came despite better aerodynamics (cleaner bumper 
and mirror shapes, and an engine undertray to smooth 
airflow and reduce noise), but the extra petrol costs 
(the 77-litre/17 Imperial gallon tank required filling 
with Premium unleaded fuel, by the way) was a small 
price to pay for the stunning performance. 

Porsche figures claimed that the 1488kg (3274lb) 
Turbo was capable of covering the 0-62mph/0-100kph 
dash, and then braking to a standstill again in less 
than eight seconds – very impressive; top speed was 
quoted by the factory as being 168mph (269kph). As 
always, the figures released by the people in Stuttgart 
proved conservative, and the 4.8 seconds quoted for 
0-60 was about half a second slow in independent 

tests, while the standing-quarter could be covered in 
12.7 seconds. 

Paul Frere observed: “The new 911/964 Turbo 
is certainly not the car the world expected from 
a company of Porsche’s reputation for advanced 
technology. Its engine is a quick rehash of the 1977 
model’s, dictated only by marketing considerations. 
In the last 14 years, turbocharging technology has 
made enormous progress, mainly thanks to electronic 
control, but the new car makes no use of it.”

Although Mr Frere was obviously disappointed with 
the specification, Sports Car International summed up 
this latest 911 with the following prose: “The Turbo is 
a better car than just about any exotic you can name. 
If you value tradition and performance over trendiness 
and convenience, and pride yourself on your ability to 
drive a high-performance car to its limits, then the 911 
Turbo is your only choice.”

Autocar & Motor added: “By and large, the new 
Turbo [is a peach]. What it shares with its predecessors 
is a disappointing amount of lag and lethargy at low 
revs and overlong intermediate ratios that merely 
exacerbate the problem. But so good is its chassis, 
so smooth and strong the engine, you can forgive it 
these foibles.”

Other 1991 MY news

No major changes were made to the existing NA range 
for 1991, although by now, cylinder head gaskets 
were being fitted again, and the Carrera 2’s selector 
mechanism was refined to give smoother shifts. 
The Carrera models also received an optional Sport 
suspension package (code M030), with Boge dampers 
and uprated, rising-rate springs; at the same time, 
the front anti-roll bar diameter was increased by 2mm 
(0.08in) to become 22mm (0.87in) with this option, 
although the rear one remained the same as that used 
with the standard suspension, at 20mm (0.79in) in 
diameter.

The leather dash option was revived for all of the 
so-called hot countries at this time, with dual airbags 
standard on all lhd cars from spring 1991. Meanwhile, 
the top seal on the rear combination lights gained 
vents to allow the release of heat (in heavy traffic 
Tiptronic drivers would naturally have their foot on 
the brake for long periods), and to stop condensation 
forming. In addition, a delay switch was introduced for 

COLOURS 1991 

Standard
 Black

 Grand Prix White

 Guards Red

 Rubystone Red

 Mint Green

 Signal Green

 Maritime Blue 

Special
 Black Metallic

 Polar Silver Metallic

 Slate Grey Metallic

 Pearl White Metallic

 Amethyst Metallic

 Coral Red Metallic

 Amazon Green Metallic

 Oak Green Metallic

 Cobalt Blue Metallic

 Midnight Blue Metallic

 Horizon Blue Metallic

Cabriolet top colours
 Black

 Burgundy

 Mahogany

 Dark Blue

Trim and materials
      +  Black, Light Grey, 

Classic Grey, Magenta, Cashmere Beige or 

Cobalt Blue vinyl, with Black, Light Grey, 

Classic Grey, Magenta, Cashmere Beige or 

Cobalt Blue leather as an option;    
special leathers included Matador Red, 

Carrera Grey or Sherwood Green. 

      /   Seat inserts came 

in matching leather or cloth (studio check 

or with Porsche script).

       Carpets came in 

Black, Grey, Red, Blue, Green or Beige 

velour pile.

Stylish publicity shot of the Carrera 2 Targa 

of 1991.
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“The Porsche 911 Carrera 2 is one of the  

best sports cars money can buy, but the  

new model is quite definitely an all-round better 

car. It handles better, it is more comfortable,  

it is quieter, it has a superb six-speed gearbox – 

and it is more powerful and faster with  

no increase in fuel consumption.”

Road & Track, February 1994.

a truly 
modern 
911
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THIS was much more than a simple facelift, however, 
as engineers claimed the car to be 80 per cent new. 
This had been said before, after the launch of the 964, 
but it was much easier to accept this time around. The 
floorpan was a new stamping, designed to take a fresh 
suspension setup and enhance the car’s packaging; 
torsional stiffness was improved by 20 per cent, and 
luggage space was increased by a similar degree. And 
while the roof, front lid, and doors were carried over 
(with door beams and new colour-keyed door handles 
to match last year’s mirrors), virtually everything else 
was new.

The bumpers were made to look more integrated 
by extending the front and rear wings further over 
them, so the distance between the lighting finishing 
and the top of the bumper blade was greatly reduced. 
The H1-powered headlights, by the way, gave stronger 
illumination, a much better spread of light, and greater 
distance, too, and came with washers underneath 
(now mounted on the wing rather than the bumper).

The front bumper, with its softer profile, featured 
wraparound indicators with built-in foglights sitting 
next to them in the same cut-out. This combination 
lamp looked very similar to the 964 one, but was, in 
fact, slimmer and a slightly different shape, and the 
new-type foglamp matched the headlights. There was 
a gaping air intake under the registration plate, with 
ducts at each end to vent air, “blocking lift-creating 
cross-flow under the car’s nose.” Splitters were placed 

underneath, also positioned close to the wheels, to 
control airflow beneath the car. 

At the rear, the full-width lighting of earlier models 
remained, albeit in a narrower, modified form (with 
smoother, rounded edges, and a steeper rake to make 
the line from the engine cover to the centre of the 
bumper appear almost continuous when viewed from 
the side), and with discreet ‘Porsche’ script in the 
centre section. There were two exhausts exiting from 
the lower part of the valance; one on each side of the 
shallow number plate housing. As before, for markets 
that required them, such as America, impact absorbers 
were mounted behind the bumpers, although they 
could be specified as an option in all countries.

The rear spoiler was still of the pop-up variety, 
first seen on the 964s, but it was now larger, helping 
to enhance directional stability and cooling once in 
the erect position. With a no-better-than-average 
drag co-efficient of Cd 0.33, the key to the new 911’s 
aerodynamic efficiency was in the way air moved 
underneath the vehicle. With its cleverly positioned air 
vents and shaped floorpan/engine undertray, the car 
possessed what amounted to ground effects, helping 
to keep it firmly stuck to the road.

Other aspects of the design pointed to more careful 
attention to detailing. The windscreen – whilst carried 
over – had new, slimmer seals that pushed the glass 
3mm (0.12in) further outward, reducing wind noise 
and increasing visibility from within the cockpit; the 
wipers were relocated at the same time to give better 
coverage, although the mountings still sat proud of the 
scuttle (the washer nozzles were also relocated, near 
the top of the front lid). 

The rear side windows were now bonded 7mm 
(0.27in) further outward, almost flush with the body, 
again reducing wind noise. On the early press vehicles, 
the rear window was given a trim piece on the trailing 
edge of the roof to make air flow smoother over the 
top of the car. This was option M599 on production all 
tin-top models through to 1998, although it was used 
as a housing for the third, high-level brake light on the 
forthcoming turbocharged coupés (and subsequent 
Turbo Look variants). Meanwhile, some NA cars, such 

Introduced at the 1993 Frankfurt Show, which opened its doors on 9 September, and developed under Horst 
Marchart (following Ulrich Bez’s departure), Friedrich Bezner and Bernd Kahnau, the Type 993 was an altogether 
more modern interpretation of the 911 theme, based from a styling point of view on the stillborn ‘969’ project. The 
still-familiar shape was far smoother at the front and rear, with neater bumpers, and a revised front wing line, made 
possible by the latest Bosch ellipsoid headlamps. 

Evolution of the species ...

Italian advertising announcing the arrival of 

a new 911 series – better known to Porsche 

enthusiasts as the 993. The new car was 

styled under Harm Lagaay, although Briton, 

Tony Hatter, had a lot to do with the actual 

design work. The front end was reminiscent 

of the 959, and very similar to the more 

recent 968, thus bringing a ‘family look’ to the 

vehicle.
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as those destined for America, had a hoop placed 
above and ahead of the rear spoiler to house the third 
brake light.

While the five-spoke alloys looked the same as 
earlier rims, they were, in fact, new (designated Design 
93 by the factory), with the centre no longer dished. 
And although the two new wheels also looked similar, 
the standard 16-inch wheels had concave sections in 
the spokes, while the 17-inch versions did not.

Styled under Harm Lagaay, the 993 model kept the 
familiar wheelbase measurement of its predecessors, 
but was a fraction shorter at 4245mm (167.1in), 
midway between the Carrera and Turbo in width (at 
1735mm/68.3in), and, despite keeping the same ground 
clearance, also a touch lower, listed at 1300mm (51.2in). 
The track measurements were 1405mm (55.3in) up 
front, and 1444mm (56.9in) at the rear. The shell was 
still galvanized, incidentally, allowing Porsche to give 

 Tail of the new 911. The badge on the 

engine cover was familiar, but missing the ‘2’ 

suffix. As with previous generations, it was 

possible to delete exterior model badges.

 +  Although some elements of the 993 

interior would have been familiar to 911 

drivers of old (a consequence of the cost-

cutting exercise to bring overall development 

costs in at under DM 500,000,000), the 

new seat design, steering wheel, and door 

furniture gave the latest car a more modern 

feel. It was less Teutonic, too, with organic 

shapes giving the cockpit a friendlier 

ambience. 

customers a ten-year anti-perforation warranty to go 
with the two-year mechanical one.

The interior was a blend of old and new. The seats 
were completely new, with fewer pleats (making 
them easier and therefore cheaper to produce), more 
padding and support, and a different pivot. As before, 
backrest release buttons were on both sides of the 
seat, positioned close to the bottom of the built-in 
head restraint, to give access to the matching rear 
seats. The rear seats could still be tilted over to 
provide luggage space, with buttons on the top of the 
inner bolsters giving individual control over each side, 
should three people plus baggage need to be carried. 
Car & Driver rated the latest seats as “excellent” in 
the general comfort and lateral support stakes, and 
“good” with regard to fore-and-aft support.

The dashboard would have looked very familiar to 
a 964 driver. The fascia panel was the same, complete 
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with identical gauges (with a red-line at 6800rpm on 
the 7600rpm tachometer, and a speedo marked up to 
either 300kph or 180mph); an onboard trip computer 
was standard on Tiptronic cars, and optional on those 
with a manual transmission. The air conditioning panel 
was virtually the same as the 964 unit, but the rotary 
switches were modernized, and there was a new 
setting for serious cooling of the cockpit; a pollen 
filter was also included in the latest, electronically-
controlled heating system. 

The central bank of fascia switches was the same as 
those on the 964, although with white symbols on the 
993, while the two-stage heated rear window gained 
a timer. As with the 964, the order was reversed for 
lhd and rhd vehicles so that the cigarette lighter was 
always the furthest from the driver. The light switch, 
vents, and glovebox were carried over, although the 
headlight leveller was of a new, more modern design, 
and the column stalks were also brought up-to-date. 

Dual airbags were standard for all markets, with the 
driver’s one housed in a new, leather-wrapped, four-
spoke steering wheel, and the passenger’s one in the 
dash (where the glovebox used to be) as before. Other 
safety features included door beams and seatbelt pre-
tensioners for all markets. The steering wheel position 
was still not adjustable, by the way.

The last item to cover on the dashboard is the 
radio. European 993s were generally supplied with the 
Blaupunkt Paris or Bremen radio/cassette unit with six 
speakers (the latter could have an optional CD changer 
linked to it). The Blaupunkt London radio/CD unit was 
also available, and there was the option of a ten-
speaker system on the coupés (eight for the Cabriolet) 
with an amplifier and DSP (Digital Sound Processing).

The door seals were revised, and the inner trim 
panels completely different. Granted, the carpeted 
storage box was carried over, but the door pull handle 
was more shapely, there was less pleating in the panel 
(to match the new seat design), a more modern-looking 
tweeter speaker next to the old windows lifts, and the 
mirror selector switch was moved up next to the smaller 
power mirror adjustment toggle. The round door lock 
knob was deleted, no longer necessary due to the latest 
locking arrangement, although the strike plate on the 
B-post was the same as earlier models. The rear side 
trim panels were similar to those of the 964 on both the 
coupé and the Cabriolet. By the way, the alarm system, 
which was linked to the standard central locking system, 
now incorporated an engine immobilizer.

Moving down, the same pedals were used (ditto 
the releases for the trunk, petrol flap, and engine 
cover), and the centre console was much the same. 
However, the rocker for the hazard lights was now red 
(the other two switches were carried over), and the 
rotary knob for the rear spoiler was replaced with a 
rocker in a second bank of switches (that also included 
one for the soft-top and rear wiper, when fitted). The 
rest of the console was left untouched, along with 
the gearlever design (although it needed a new shift 
pattern indicator roundel to suit the latest six-speed 
transmission), Tiptronic selector, handbrake, and rear 
storage arrangement. 

As Kevin Smith wrote in Car & Driver: “Everyone 
talks about tricky handling caused by the pronounced 
rearward weight bias, but there’s little mention of 
astonishing packaging efficiency. What is in fact a very 
small car (the wheelbase of a [Mazda] Miata, the length 
of an Alfa Spider) manages to contain an airy cockpit 
with real – if kid-sized – back seats, plus a big fuel 
tank and ample luggage space. For a sports car, the 
911 makes a helluva touring car.”

The 993’s mechanism

The 993 was powered by a development of the NA 964 
unit, and shared the same basic specification in terms 
of construction, the bore and stroke measurements 
of the Nikasil-coated pressure cast aluminium alloy 
cylinders, cubic capacity, an aluminium alloy two-valve 
per cylinder head with dual ignition, the L-Jetronic fuel-
injection controlled by the Bosch DME system, and the 
compression ratio. 

However, the latest engine (the M64/05 was the 
base unit) had lighter pistons and rods, a stiffer crank 
(the harmonic damper was also deleted after revisions 
to the counter weights), lighter valves and valvetrain, 
hydraulic valve lifters (reducing noise and cold-start 
emissions, and eliminating the need for adjustment, 
thus cutting servicing time and cost), revised cam timing 
and engine management (the latter now employing a 
hot-film sensor to measure airflow), and a composite 
intake manifold to reduce weight. The rocker covers and 
chain covers were also made in composite materials, 
and magnesium alloy was used for the 12-blade cooling 
fan and a few other parts to cut weight.

The 993 also received a new exhaust system with 
reduced back pressure. This was achieved by having 

With 272bhp DIN on tap, the new, normally-

aspirated Carrera engine packed more punch 

than the first 930/50 turbocharged unit, and 

soon received modifications that allowed the 

release of even more power.
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The Type 993 represented the last of the air-

cooled Porsches. A significant era in the history 

of the prestigious German maker – one that could 

be traced back to the 356s that established the 

brand – was about to come to an end ...

the end  
of another 
porsche era
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THE last of the 964-based models had disappeared by 
this time, and the 993-type Carrera was to be joined 
by a new Carrera 4. With the introduction of the 
408bhp Turbo at the 1995 Geneva Show, the line-up 
was complete once again, although it’s sad to reflect 
that this chapter is the last installment in the air-cooled 
Porsche story – the next starts with a new era of water-
cooled machines. Meanwhile, fortunately, there were 
enough exciting developments on the air-cooled model 
to keep even the most diehard 911 enthusiast happy ...

The 1995 Model Year

The rear-wheel drive 993 Carrera was continued pretty 
much unchanged (it was introduced as an early 1995 
model, after all), although the front crossmember was 
revised, as were the front and rear wheel hub and 
housing, and the ABS control unit was updated. The 
DME control unit was also upgraded (and continued 
to be as each season passed), while the engine came 

Ironically, given that the 911 was scheduled for replacement on numerous occasions during its three decades of 
sales, in early 1995, 911 production was increased to 92 cars per day (up from 86), as the number of 968s built was 
reduced, and 928 production was cut from four cars per day to just two! 

A selection of 1995 Model Year 911s.
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with a modified crankshaft (plus connecting rods), 
oil filter, and intake manifold. Fifth gear was revised 
(changed to 1.024 on the G50/20, and 0.928 on the 
G50/21 gearbox), as was the clutch pedal, and lhd 
cars gained a new 92-litre (20.3 Imperial gallon) fuel 
tank design. A new headlight leveller had appeared by 
this time (introduced towards the end of the previous 
season, and readily identified by numbers in the rotary 
switch itself rather than to the side). There was also a 
new heated rear window switch.

Another new feature was the Tiptronic S 
transmission, which provided drivers with the facility 
to change gear via buttons on the upper spokes of the 
steering wheel, Formula One style, or by the regular 
Tiptronic selector, although earlier 993 models could 
be converted to accept the upgrade. Actually, the 
Tiptronic gearbox was proving extremely popular, not 
only in the States, but in Europe, too – a reflection of 
modern driving conditions, perhaps. 

As Motor Trend pointed out at the time: “The system 
is a bunch of fun to use, and it gives you some of the 
visceral thrill of a manual when you feel like romping 
on a twisting road. To really get into it, however, the 
system needs another ratio: The 911’s four broadly 
spaced cogs have a lot of ground to cover.

“In a way, the Tiptronic’s full auto mode is the 
biggest deterrent to going manual, simply because it’s 
so smart. The Tiptronic S works well at making the 
best of the four ratios available, so much so that you 
soon realize that the microchips have you beat ... If 
you’re a manual transmission lover at heart, but have 
to do the majority of your driving in congested urban 
areas, you owe it to your tired left leg to check out the 
Tiptronic S.”

In England, both Complete Car and Top Gear also 
felt that the Tiptronic unit needed an extra gear, the 
shortcoming all the more apparent with the manual 
transmission having six forward speeds. The latter 
magazine stated: “Because changing gears is so easy 
and so much fun using the wheel-mounted buttons, 
you want to do it a lot, and the four-speeder doesn’t 
really encourage it.” According to Top Gear, there were 
two bonuses, however. One was that the Tiptronic S 
system cost no more than the original, and secondly: 
“The floor-hinged pedals don’t seem so bad when 
there are only two of them!”

Apart from the lack of internal ratios, Complete 
Car liked the instant gearshifts, with no need to lift 
off the throttle. It also appreciated the fun element, 

allowing drivers to ape their favourite F1 pilot, and 
the fact that Porsche did not attach a premium to the 
improved transmission. The magazine summed up the 
S version with the following words: “In the previous 
Tiptronic, after you’d played with the manual shift for 
a few miles the temptation was to use the gearbox 
as a conventional automatic, which rather defeated 
the object. In Tiptronic S, however, the system is 
transformed.”

While the basic Carrera engine was carried over, 
there was also the option of a more powerful version 
in Europe – the 3746cc M64/05S and M64/06S units 
(actually variations on a detuned M64/20 powerplant) – 
giving a healthy 285bhp. Unlike the Tiptronic gearbox, 
this modified engine was available on the rear-wheel 
drive Carrera or the new Carrera 4.

As before, apart from the 4WD system, the C4 was 
virtually the same as its 2WD counterpart. However, 
Porsche took the opportunity to upgrade the drivetrain, 
with the new four-wheel drive system weighing about 
half as much as the computer-controlled one used on 
the 964 models. There was a viscous centre clutch 
(running in silicone fluid) to send power to the front 
or rear wheels – whichever had the most traction, with 
very little going to the front to reduce understeer and 
keep turn-in reactions sharp as a rule, progressively 
increasing up to the 40 per cent limit in poor 
conditions, or if the driver lifted off the throttle – and 
the mechanical limited-slip differential and ABD that 
were optional on the rear-wheel drive Carrera. Another 
advantage of the front drive having less work to do 
was that it allowed the engineers to make it lighter 
and more compact, so as not to encroach on luggage 
space. 

With reduced friction in the driveline and a weight 
saving of around 50kg (110lb), this brought the new 
C4 to within 50kg (110lb) of its simpler stablemate. 
Combined with a six-speed gearbox and better traction, 
performance was said to be identical. 

The Carrera 4 was equipped with either the G64/20 
or G64/21 manual gearbox, by the way. The former was 
used on US cars, with the latter reserved for most 
other markets. Internal and final-drive ratios were 
the same as those specified for the latest G50/20 and 
G50/21 transmissions for the rear-wheel drive car. 

The Carrera 4 came with the 17-inch wheel and 
tyre combination as standard (optional on the strict 
Carrera), with ‘Carrera 4’ script in the centre. Behind 
the wheels, the brake calipers were silver (a shade 

Japanese advertising announcing the arrival 

of the Tiptronic S transmission. The Tiptronic 

gearbox added 25kg (55lb) to the car’s kerb 

weight, incidentally, (weight distribution 

was typically 41 per cent front, 59 per cent 

rear on the 993 Carrera). Unlike the earlier 

Sportomatic cars, there were no external 

badges by which to identify Tiptronic models.

The Tiptronic S transmission in use. The 

steering wheel on cars equipped with 

Tiptronic S was essentially the same as that 

used on manual vehicles, but the upper 

spokes had ‘perfectly located’ buttons to 

select an upshift or downshift. Regardless of 

steering wheel colour, the selector buttons 

were always finished in black.
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The drivetrain and underpinnings of the new Carrera 4. The 

C4’s steering felt a touch heavier, with the extra weight over the 

front wheels, and had a little less feedback through the wheel. 

However, Volvo later used the 911’s 4WD system for its 850 AWD 

model.

known as titanium at the factory) rather than black, 
although both carried the ‘Porsche’ script. (Incidentally, 
the braking system employed a hydraulic servo as 
front compartment packaging ruled out a traditional 
vacuum one.)

As for other cosmetic details, the badge on the 
tail was in silver rather than black, and European cars 
had clear front indicator lenses and red turn signals 
at the rear (although, strangely, the repeater lens on 
the front wing remained orange). Moving inside, the 
C4 had a titanium plate atop the gearknob instead of 
a plastic one.

New options for 1995 included two Aero Kits; 
oval tailpipes in chrome; flared rocker panels; metal 
treadplates; red or yellow seatbelts; an aluminium 
finish on the instruments (or painted, usually white, 
with leather bezels); aluminium gearknob and 
handbrake; carbon trim (with carbon effect door 
inserts and lower dash panels, gearlever, handbrake 

The new Carrera 4. Note the clear indicator lenses, and the 

17-inch wheels with silver brake calipers lurking behind them. 

Wheels usually came with a natural finish, although painted 

centres were available, as was a coloured Porsche crest to 

replace the standard one with black highlights.
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year-by-year range details

Here are the brief specifications of all the 911 and 912 

Porsches, arranged in chronological and engine size 

order. Column one shows the model, the second column 

carries engine details (to be used in conjunction with 

Appendix two), while the third contains any other useful 

notes. Only production road cars are listed for each 

Model Year. Therefore, prototypes and racing variants 

are not shown.

1965
911 Coupé 901/01 (2.0) From September 1964

1966
911 Coupé 901/01 (2.0) To March 1966

901/05 (2.0) From March 1966
912 Coupé 616/36 (1.6) From May 1965

1967
911 Coupé 901/05 (2.0) To November 1966

901/06 (2.0) From November 1966

911 Targa 901/05 (2.0) From September 1966 

to November 1966

901/06 (2.0) From November 1966

911S Coupé 901/02 (2.0) From September 1966

911S Targa 901/02 (2.0) From September 1966

912 Coupé 616/36 (1.6)
912 Targa 616/36 (1.6) From September 1966

1968
911 Coupé 901/14 (2.0) US market

901/17 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911 Targa 901/14 (2.0) US market

901/17 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911T Coupé 901/03 (2.0)

901/13 (2.0) With Sportomatic

911T Targa 901/03 (2.0)

901/13 (2.0) With Sportomatic

911L Coupé 901/06 (2.0)

901/07 (2.0) With Sportomatic

901/14 (2.0) US market

901/17 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911L Targa 901/06 (2.0)

901/07 (2.0) With Sportomatic

901/14 (2.0) US market

901/17 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911S Coupé 901/02 (2.0)

901/08 (2.0) With Sportomatic

911S Targa 901/02 (2.0)

901/08 (2.0) With Sportomatic

912 Coupé 616/36 (1.6)

616/39 (1.6) With US emissions 
control

912 Targa 616/36 (1.6)
616/39 (1.6) With US emissions 

control

1965 1966

2.0 911 Coupé 1.6 912 Coupé

1967 1968
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2.2 911 Coupé 2.4 911 Coupé Carrera RS/RSR 2.7 911 Coupé 911 Turbo

1969
911T Coupé 901/03 (2.0)

901/13 (2.0) With Sportomatic

901/16 (2.0) US market

901/19 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911T Targa 901/03 (2.0)

901/13 (2.0) With Sportomatic

901/16 (2.0) US market

901/19 (2.0) US market, Sportomatic

911E Coupé 901/09 (2.0)

901/11 (2.0) With Sportomatic

911E Targa 901/09 (2.0)

901/11 (2.0) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 901/10 (2.0)

911S Targa 901/10 (2.0)

912 Coupé 616/36 (1.6)

616/39 (1.6) With US emissions 
control

912 Targa 616/36 (1.6)
616/39 (1.6) With US emissions 

control

1970
911T Coupé 911/03 (2.2)

911/06 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911/07 (2.2) US market

911/08 (2.2) US market, Sportomatic

911T Targa 911/03 (2.2)

911/06 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911/07 (2.2) US market

911/08 (2.2) US market, Sportomatic

911E Coupé 911/01 (2.2)

911/04 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911E Targa 911/01 (2.2)

911/04 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/02 (2.2)
911S Targa 911/02 (2.2)

1971
911T Coupé 911/03 (2.2)

911/06 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911/07 (2.2) US market

911/08 (2.2) US market, Sportomatic

911T Targa 911/03 (2.2)

911/06 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911/07 (2.2) US market

911/08 (2.2) US market, Sportomatic

911E Coupé 911/01 (2.2)

911/04 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911E Targa 911/01 (2.2)

911/04 (2.2) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/02 (2.2)
911S Targa 911/02 (2.2)

1972
911T Coupé 911/57 (2.4)

911/67 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911/51 (2.4) US market

911/61 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic

911T Targa 911/57 (2.4)

911/67 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911/51 (2.4) US market

911/61 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic

911E Coupé 911/52 (2.4)

911/62 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911E Targa 911/52 (2.4)

911/62 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/53 (2.4)

911/63 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911S Targa 911/53 (2.4)
911/63 (2.4) With Sportomatic

1973
911T Coupé 911/57 (2.4)

911/67 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911/51 (2.4) US market  
(to January 1973)

911/61 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic 
(to January 1973)

911/91 (2.4) US market  
(from January 1973)

911/96 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic 
(from January 1973)

911T Targa 911/57 (2.4)

911/67 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911/51 (2.4) US market  
(to January 1973)

911/61 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic 
(to January 1973)

911/91 (2.4) US market  
(from January 1973)

911/96 (2.4) US market, Sportomatic 
(from January 1973)

911E Coupé 911/52 (2.4)

911/62 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911E Targa 911/52 (2.4)

911/62 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/53 (2.4)

911/63 (2.4) With Sportomatic

911S Targa 911/53 (2.4)

911/63 (2.4) With Sportomatic
Carrera RS 911/83 (2.7) From October 1972

1974
911 Coupé 911/92 (2.7)

911/97 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911 Targa 911/92 (2.7)

911/97 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/93 (2.7)

911/98 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911S Targa 911/93 (2.7)

911/98 (2.7) With Sportomatic

Carrera 911/83 (2.7)

911/93 (2.7) US market

911/98 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

Carrera Targa 911/83 (2.7)

911/93 (2.7) US market
911/98 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

1975
911 Coupé 911/41 (2.7)

911/46 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) Japanese market

911/49 (2.7) Japanese market, 
Sportomatic

911 Targa 911/41 (2.7)

911/46 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) Japanese market

911/49 (2.7) Japanese market, 
Sportomatic

911S Coupé 911/42 (2.7)

911/47 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911/43 (2.7) US market

911/48 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) For CA and Japan

911/49 (2.7) For CA and Japan, 
Sportomatic

911S Targa 911/42 (2.7)

911/47 (2.7) With Sportomatic

911/43 (2.7) US market

911/48 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) For CA and Japan

911/49 (2.7) For CA and Japan, 
Sportomatic

Carrera 911/83 (2.7)

911/43 (2.7) US market

911/48 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) For CA and Japan

911/49 (2.7) For CA and Japan, 
Sportomatic

Carrera Targa 911/83 (2.7)

911/43 (2.7) US market

911/48 (2.7) US market, Sportomatic

911/44 (2.7) For CA and Japan

911/49 (2.7) For CA and Japan, 
Sportomatic

Turbo 930/50 (3.0) From March 1975

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 19751974
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Type 616/36
Production (MY) 1966-1969
Cylinders Four, air-cooled
Main Bearings Three plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Pushrod, ohv
Bore & Stroke 82.5 x 74mm
Cubic Capacity 1582cc
Compression Ratio 9.3:1
Fuel System Two Solex 40PJJ-4 twin-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 90bhp @ 5800w
Torque @ rpm 90lbft @ 3500
Serial Numbers 740001-756195 & 830001-

837070. Also 1080001-1081200 
& 1085001-1087000

Notes 
Fitted to the 912 from May 1965. Some American States, 
such as California, specified the 616/39 unit fitted with 
emissions control equipment rather than this engine.

Type 616/39
Production (MY) 1968-1969
Cylinders Four, air-cooled
Main Bearings Three plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Pushrod, ohv
Bore & Stroke 82.5 x 74mm
Cubic Capacity 1582cc
Compression Ratio 9.3:1
Fuel System Two Solex 40PJJ-4 twin-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 90bhp @ 5800
Torque @ rpm 90lbft @ 3500
Serial Numbers 1280001-1285849

Notes 
With US emissions equipment.

Type 901/01
Production (MY) 1965-1966
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.0:1
Fuel System Six Solex 40PI single-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 130bhp @ 6100
Torque @ rpm 130lbft @ 4200
Serial Numbers 900001-907000

Notes
Fitted to all production 911s until March 1966.

engine specifications

A survey of all the engines employed in the 911 and 

912 series, complete with the leading specifications, 

major changes and any other notes of interest. Only 

those employed in production road cars are covered 

by this appendix, which has been split into four 

sections (Narrow Body Era, Big Bumper Era, and 

Modern Air-Cooled Era) for ease of reference, as there 

are so many variations.
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Type 901/02
Production (MY) 1967-1968
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.8:1
Fuel System Two Weber 40IDS-3C triple-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 160bhp @ 6600
Torque @ rpm 132lbft @ 5200
Serial Numbers 960001-962178 & 

4080001-4081549

Notes 
Used in the early 911S models.

Type 901/03
Production (MY) 1968-1969
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 8.6:1
Fuel System Two Weber 40IDT-3C triple-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 110bhp @ 5800
Torque @ rpm 116lbft @ 4200
Serial Numbers 2080001-2081754 & 

6190001-6192455

Notes 
Used in the 911T with manual transmission.
Two Weber 40IDTP-3C triple-choke carbs for 1969.

Type 901/05
Production (MY) 1966-1967
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.0:1
Fuel System Two Weber 40IDA-3C triple-choke 

carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 130bhp @ 6100
Torque @ rpm 130lbft @ 4200
Serial Numbers 907001-911000

Notes 
Fitted to all production 911s (standard tune) 
from March 1966 until November 1966.

Type 901/06
Production (MY) 1967-1968
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.0:1
Fuel System Two Weber 40IDA-3C triple-

choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 130bhp @ 6100
Torque @ rpm 130lbft @ 4200
Serial Numbers 911001-912050 & 

3080001-3080655

Notes 
From November 1966. Used in the 911 (standard 
tune), which became the 911L grade in 1968. In 
1968 guise, this unit was for manual cars only.

Type 901/07
Production (MY) 1968
Specifications As per Type 901/06
Serial Numbers 3180001-3180347

Notes 
Used in the 911L with Sportomatic 
transmission.

Type 901/08
Production (MY) 1968
Specifications As per Type 901/02
Serial Numbers 4180001-4180227

Notes 
Used in the 911S with Sportomatic transmission.

Type 901/09
Production (MY) 1969
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.1:1
Fuel System Mechanical fuel-injection
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 140bhp @ 6500
Torque @ rpm 129lbft @ 4500
Serial Numbers 6290001-6292270

Notes 
Used in the 911E with manual transmission.

Type 901/10
Production (MY) 1969
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.9:1
Fuel System Mechanical fuel-injection
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 170bhp @ 6800
Torque @ rpm 152lbft @ 5500
Serial Numbers 6390001-6392126

Notes 
Used in the 911S.

Type 901/11
Production (MY) 1969
Specifications As per Type 901/09
Serial Numbers 6298001-6298583

Notes 
Used in the 911E with Sportomatic transmission.

Type 901/13
Production (MY) 1968-1969
Specifications As per Type 901/03
Serial Numbers 2180001-2180378 & 

6193001-6193297

Notes 
Used in the 911T with Sportomatic transmission. Two 
Weber 40IDTP-3C triple-choke carbs for 1969.

Type 901/14
Production (MY) 1968
Cylinders Six, air-cooled
Main Bearings Seven plus one outrigger
Valve Operation Sohc per bank
Bore & Stroke 80 x 66mm
Cubic Capacity 1991cc
Compression Ratio 9.0:1
Fuel System Two Weber 40IDAP-3C 

triple-choke carburettors
Hp (DIN) @ rpm 130bhp @ 6100
Torque @ rpm 130lbft @ 4200
Serial Numbers 3280001-3281606

Notes 
For the US market (manual cars with emission control).
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O-Serie models

Prototypes 901 Coupé 13.321-13.333 Reutter

1965 MY 911 Coupé 300001-303390 Reutter

1966 MY 911 Coupé 303391-305100 Reutter

912 Coupé 350001-353100 Reutter

450001-458100 Karmann

1967 MY 911 & 911S Coupé 305101-308523 Reutter

911 & 911S Targa 500001-500718 Reutter

912 Coupé 354001-355601 Reutter

458101-463204 Karmann

912 Targa 550001-550544 Reutter

Notes
For 1967, the standard 911 and the 911S used the same batch 
of serial numbers. The proper 911S models had an ‘S’ suffix 
added on the chassis plate (1823 Coupés and 483 Targas were 
built to 911S specification). The 911S Rallye and the first 911R 
variants were also contained within this run (see chapters).

A-Serie models

1968 MY 911S Coupé 11800001-11801267 Reutter

911L Coupé (USA) 11805001-11805449 Reutter

911L Coupé 11810001-11810720 Reutter

911T Coupé 11820001-11820928 Reutter

911T Coupé 11825001-11825683 Karmann

911 Coupé (USA) 11830001-11830473 Reutter

11835001-11835742 Karmann

911S Targa 11850001-11850442 Reutter 

911L Targa (USA) 11855001-11855134 Reutter

911L Targa 11860001-11860307 Reutter

911T Targa 11870001-11870521 Reutter

911 Targa (USA) 11880001-11880268 Reutter

911R Coupé 11899001-11899020 Bauer

912 Coupé 12800001-12805598 Karmann

12820001-12820427 Reutter

912 Targa 12870001-12871217 Reutter

B-Serie models

1969 MY 911T Coupé 119100001-119100343 Reutter

911T Targa 119110001-119111282 Reutter

911T Coupé 119120001-119123561 Karmann

911E Coupé 119200001-119200954 Reutter

911E Targa 119210001-119210858 Reutter

911E Coupé 119220001-119221014 Karmann

911S Coupé 119300001-119301492 Reutter

911S Targa 119310001-119310614 Reutter

912 Coupé 129000001-129000428 Reutter

912 Targa 129010001-129010801 Reutter

912 Coupé 129020001-129023450 Karmann

appendix three

chassis numbers &  
production figures

Please note that the following blocks of numbers are 

sanction numbers for production runs, and do not 

necessarily correspond to actual production, especially 

in the early years. Although later on, they do tend to 

reflect build numbers, actual production figures are 

shown at the end of this appendix.
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chassis numbers and production figures

Catalogue Raisonné

C-Serie models

1970 MY 911T Coupé 9110100001-9110102418 Reutter

911T Targa 9110110001-9110112545 Reutter

911T Coupé 9110120001-9110124126 Karmann

911E Coupé 9110200001-9110201304 Reutter

911E Targa 9110210001-9110210933 Reutter

911E Coupé 9110220001-9110220667 Karmann

911S Coupé 9110300001-9110301744 Reutter

911S Targa 9110310001-9110310729 Reutter

Notes
The 911S ‘Rallye’ series was contained in the same batch of serial numbers as the 
standard 911S Coupé, as were the larger-engined prototypes produced at the time.

D-Serie models

1971 MY 911T Coupé 9111100001-9111100583 Reutter

911T Targa 9111110001-9111113476 Reutter

911T Coupé 9111120001-9111121934 Karmann

911E Coupé 9111200001-9111201088 Reutter

911E Targa 9111210001-9111210935 Reutter

911S Coupé 9111300001-9111301430 Reutter

911S Targa 9111310001-9111310788 Reutter

Notes
The 911S ‘Safari’ series was contained in the same batch of serial numbers as the 
standard 911S Coupé. All body production by Reutter from this point onwards.

E-Serie models

1972 MY 911T Coupé (USA) 9112100001-9112102931

911T Targa (USA) 9112110001-9112111821

911E Coupé 9112200001-9112201124

911E Targa 9112210001-9112210861

911S Coupé 9112300001-9112301750

911S Targa 9112310001-9112310989 

911T Coupé 9112500001-9112501963

911T Targa 9112510001-9112511523

F-Serie models

1973 MY 911T Coupé (USA) 9113100001-9113101252
9113101501-9113103444

911T Targa (USA) 9113110001-9113110781
9113111001-9113112303

911E Coupé 9113200001-9113201366

911E Targa 9113210001-9113211055

911S Coupé 9113300001-9113301430

911S Targa 9113310001-9113310925 

911T Coupé 9113500001-9113501875

911T Targa 9113510001-9113511541

Carrera RS/RSR 9113600001-9113601590

Notes
The 2.8-litre RSR used the same batch of chassis numbers as the 2.7-litre RS.

G-Serie models

1974 MY 911 Coupé 9114100001-9114104041

911 Targa 9114110001-9114113110

911S Coupé 9114300001-9114301359

911S Targa 9114310001-9114310898

Carrera Coupé (US) 9114400001-9114400528

Carrera Targa (US) 9114410001-9114410246

Carrera Coupé 9114600001-9114601036

Carrera RS/RSR 9114609016-9114609121

Carrera Targa 9114610001-9114610433

Notes
The 3.0-litre RSR used the same batch of chassis numbers as the 3.0-litre RS. 
Towards the end of 1974, some RSRs were allocated 1975 MY serial numbers, but 
they do not run in perfect sequence, as often the next car built had a 1974 chassis 
plate (ie. 460 rather than 560). The 15 3.0-litre IROC racers used standard Carrera 
Coupé batch numbers, but were classed as RS/RSR models for homologation 
purposes, and appear as such in the tables at the end of this Appendix.

H-Serie models

1975 MY 911 Coupé 9115100001-9115101238

911 Targa 9115110001-9115110998

911S Coupé (USA) 9115200001-9115202310

911S Targa (USA) 9115210001-9115211517

911S Coupé 9115300001-9115300385

911S Targa 9115310001-9115310266

Carrera Coupé (US) 9115400001-9115400395

Carrera Targa (US) 9115410001-9115410174

Carrera Coupé 9115600001-9115600518

Carrera RSR 9115609112-9115609123

Carrera Targa 9115610001-9115610197

Turbo 9305700001-9305700284

J-Serie models

1976 MY 911 Coupé (Japan) 9116100001-9116100130

911S Coupé (USA) 9116200001-9116202079

911S Targa (USA) 9116210001-9116212175

911 Coupé 9116300001-9116301868

911 Targa 9116310001-9116311576

Carrera Coupé 9116600001-9116601093

Carrera Targa 9116610001-9116610479

912E Coupé 9126000001-9126002099

Turbo 9306700001-9306700644

Turbo (USA) 9306800001-9306800530

Notes
The 934 and 935 competition cars are not included here. However, the early 934s 
used 1976 MY 930 chassis numbers. As such, the production figures below have been 
adjusted to exclude these racing models. Later cars were allocated numbers outside 
the series production batch numbers, while the 935 had its own unique set.
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Abarth  15, 16, 327
Abarth, Carlo  9
AC  399
Acropolis Rally  115, 116, 

120, 122, 123, 147, 
181, 395, 404, 412

ADAC  507, 522, 524, 543
AFN  12, 69, 235, 

368, 389, 420
Aho, Atso  181
Ahrle, Andre  562
Akin, Bob  357
Al Hajri, Saeed  394, 395, 

404, 412, 422, 436
Alboreto, Michele  563
Aldington, HJ  69
Aldington, John  69, 190, 420
Aldington, WH  69
Alfa Romeo  16, 43, 54, 

127, 129, 148, 150, 
164, 174, 188, 241, 
261, 286, 374, 514

Almeras, Jacques  209, 
289, 300, 327, 341, 
349, 358, 368, 391

Alpine  116, 147, 326, 327
Alzen, Uwe  495, 524, 543
AMC  22
Ampferer, Herbert  515, 543
Andersson, Ake  116, 

120, 146, 148, 155
Andial  495
Antibes Rally  368
Aoki, Hideo  466
Arctic Rally  181
Arrows  482
Art Garage  434
ASA  133
Asch, Roland  480
Aspern  127
Aston Martin  55, 301, 317, 

334, 335, 387, 433, 537
Ate  36, 291
Attwood, R  145
Audi  104, 142, 179, 232, 

267, 353, 359, 360, 
368, 374, 387, 391, 
392, 432, 436

Auer, CG  127
Austin-Healey  79
Austrian Alpine Rally  115, 

116, 120, 147, 181, 191
Austro-Daimler  9, 11
Auto, Motor und Sport  43, 

352, 458, 531, 535
Auto Topics  58
Auto Union  9, 11, 

12, 142, 317
Autocar (& Motor)  68, 69, 

75, 76, 79, 82, 102, 106, 
109, 140, 169, 175-177, 
202, 221, 232, 259, 281, 

282, 307, 310, 313, 317, 
318, 321, 322, 324, 339, 
353, 354, 377, 417, 430, 
434, 444, 446, 465, 466, 
472, 474, 485, 500, 521, 
531, 538, 559, 561, 566

Autodelta  127
Autofarm  367, 549
Autosport  77, 94, 171, 231, 

259, 465, 479, 556
Avus  524
Axelsson, Sten  128

Ballet, J-P  358, 368
Ballot-Lena, C  130, 

132, 209, 260, 286, 
298, 378, 412

Balzarini, Gianni  38
Barbour, Dick  325, 349
Barcelona Show  193
Bardot, Brigitte  174
Barth, Edgar  15
Barth, Jurgen  182, 184, 

185, 208, 209, 240, 349, 
368, 506, 522, 552

Bauer, J  349
Bauer, K  124
Bauer, R  132
BBS  445
Beasley, Bob  185
Bedard, Patrick  172, 

198, 465
Beguin, Bernard  260, 

262, 327, 341, 349, 
368, 404, 436

Beierbach, Walter  25
Bela Egger & Co  11
Bell, Derek  357, 358, 

368, 397, 404, 411, 
412, 422, 551

Bell, Roger  259, 
359, 456, 457

Bellm, Ray  552
Bellof, Stefan  397, 404
Bencker, Bill  127
Bendel, Hansjorg  50, 51
Bentley  420
Benz  11
Berckheim, Count  12
Berlin Show  371
Bertapelle, V  397
Bertone  54, 55
Bertrams, Hartwig  260
Beurlys, Jean  260
Bez, Ulrich  435, 436, 

448, 498, 512
Bezner, Friedrich  344, 440, 

454, 459, 470, 512
Bianchi, Carlo  260
Bien, Marien  155, 183, 192
Bilstein  507

Bin Sulayem, 
Mohammed  404

Bissoon-Dath, N  460
Blatzheim, Hans-Dieter  129
BMC  115, 116
BMW  19, 22, 32, 132, 188, 

255, 260, 262, 287, 
288, 300, 325, 326, 
339, 341, 349, 352, 357, 
358, 378, 387, 433, 
436, 486, 552, 562

Boddy, William  53, 124
Bohn, Arno  444, 468, 

482, 497, 498
Bohringer, Eugen  57
Bolster, John  94, 140, 171, 

175, 231, 282, 334
Bondurant, Bob  320
Bonnier, Jo  15
Bonomelli, E  131, 132
Borgward  14
Bosch  20, 107, 192, 284, 

360, 458, 468
Bott, Helmuth  179, 202, 

205, 284, 360, 399, 435, 
436, 498, 557, 558

Boutsen, Thierry  552
Bowler, Brian  433
Bowler, Michael  300, 322
BPR  522, 523, 543, 

552, 554, 561
Brambilla, A  327
Brands Hatch  240, 

300, 340, 349, 358, 
367, 368, 554

Brandt, Willy  140
Branitzki, Heinz  178, 

179, 190, 432, 435, 
444, 458, 468

Brasseur, Claude  412
Bretthauer, W  115
Bridgestone  433, 461, 473
British Motor Show 

(NEC)  375, 433, 465, 
478, 500, 537

Brno  128
Brock, Peter  540, 547
Brugger, Albrecht  178
Brumos  184, 205, 240, 

260, 327, 480, 494, 
506, 507, 522, 523

Brussels  16
Bryner, Lilian  544
Buchet, Robert  116, 127, 129
Budapest  132
Budweiser  378
Buenos Aires  207
Buffum, John  260, 374
Bulbeck, Peter  190, 

420, 465, 493
Busby, Jim  260, 357

Bush, George  442, 477
b+b  390

Cadillac  429
Cahier, Bernard  47, 

63, 67, 127
Caine, Micheal  174
Calderari, Enzo  544
Callaghan, James  269
Cannon Automotive  560
Car & Driver  34, 45, 50, 

64, 69, 70, 75, 77, 101, 
109, 115, 162, 172, 266, 
280, 310, 312, 317, 318, 
320, 331, 347, 371, 374, 
385, 387, 409, 420, 430, 
443, 456, 457, 460, 462, 
464, 468, 496, 503, 513, 
514, 531, 535, 537, 560

Car (Small Car)  49, 70, 
75, 92, 107, 109, 112, 
114, 151, 169, 354, 
376, 403, 411, 439, 
461, 462, 535, 542

Car Graphic  39, 54, 377, 479
Carl Zeiss  178, 432
Carrera Panamericana  12, 14
Cars & Car Conversions  353
Cars Are My Life  233, 

255, 398, 432
CART  422, 436, 482
Champion  261
Chapuis, Eric  368
Charles Ivey Racing  

361, 378
Chasseuill, Guy  130, 132
Checker  374
Cheneviere, B  148, 159
Chevrolet  42, 46, 76, 114, 

115, 143, 148, 159, 
185, 233, 320, 326, 
358, 378, 422, 429, 
430, 464, 465, 490

Chevron  185
Chipstead of Kensington  

243, 244
Christoper, Saint  50
Christophorus  50, 68, 97, 

153, 185, 189, 252, 272, 
372, 427, 442, 532

Chrysler  101, 261
Cipnic, Dennis  79
Cisitalia  9
Citroen  53, 181
Clark, Roger  393
Classic & Sportscar  171, 515
Classic Cars  141, 231, 

232, 312, 359, 363, 
365, 377, 388, 485

Cleare, Richard  367, 368
Clinton, Bill  477
Cobb, Price  522

index
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index

Catalogue Raisonné

Coleman, Billy  404
Collard, Emmanuel  524, 554
Comas, Erik  543
Complete Car  515, 518, 

527, 531, 537, 538, 546, 
549-551, 557, 558

Connaught  12
Cook, John  402, 433
Cook, Terry  318
Cooper  115, 116
Cooper, John  260, 349, 

357, 358, 378
Coppa Florio  260
Coppier, Alain  341, 349
Cordesse, Bernard  300
Cotton, Mike  459
Covin  399
CRC Chemicals  349
Cropley, Steve  411
Cruikshank, Gordon  444
Csere, Csaba  560
CSI  15, 211

Da Vinci, Leonardo  102
Dage Sport  389, 424, 434
Daily Express  375
Daimler (Germany)  9, 11
Daimler-Benz  9, 11, 19, 35, 

42, 43, 54, 69, 107, 114, 
115, 188, 192, 232, 284, 
297, 334, 352, 360, 377, 
387, 429, 436, 466, 470, 
482, 554, 555, 560, 562

Davenport, John  121
Davis, Colin  38
Davis, David E  310, 318
Daytona  126, 128, 131, 142, 

145, 148, 155, 184, 205, 
209, 211, 240, 260, 261, 
286, 298, 325, 339, 349, 
357, 358, 367, 368, 378, 
397, 412, 522, 523, 543

De Cadenet  349
De Cadenet, Alain  349
De Fraga, Chris  102
De Tomaso  209, 352
Delaval, Jacques  289
Demuth, Harald  368
Demuth, Nico  289, 300
Deprez, Yves  132
Detroit Show  491, 503, 519
Deutz  355
Dewez, Jacques  126
Dick, William  86
Dijon  205, 206, 260, 289, 

298, 325, 339, 349, 358
Dobrzanski, J  120
Dodge  480, 537
Dolejsi, Karel  543
Donohue, Mark  108, 

109, 205, 207, 211
Doren, Edgar  326, 

357, 378, 508
dp motorsport  391
Drauz  14
Drive & Trail  363
Driving  228

Drolsom, George  127, 340
Dron, Peter  335, 521
Dron, Tony  367, 368, 

377, 468, 485, 533, 
536, 543, 549

Droogmans, R  395, 
404, 436

Du Pasquier, P  116
Dunlop  36, 117, 321, 500
Dupuy, Dominique  506, 522
Dusio, Piero  9

Earls Court Show (Motorfair)  
12, 38, 44, 82, 190, 259, 
281, 296, 345, 391, 410, 
411, 465, 520, 522

East German Rally  120
Ecurie Escargot  185, 298
Eichmann, Bruno  552, 

554, 562
Eifelrennen  12, 14
Eklund, Per  327, 358
Elford, Vic  115-121, 127-

129, 131, 146, 201
Erhard, Ludwig  72
Essen Show  538
Estoril  209, 326, 339
European Grand Prix  9
Evertz, Egon  286, 288

Faldo, Nick  494
Falk, Peter  57, 360
Fast Lane  403, 436, 444
Fauchille, J-F  368
Faure, Nick  131, 259, 260
FCIA  52
Ferguson  360
Ferrari  46, 55, 127, 148, 

153, 169, 171, 195, 204, 
205, 207, 280, 286, 296, 
300, 301, 312, 313, 317, 
320, 322, 324, 334, 
339, 341, 352, 377, 387, 
391, 404, 420, 423, 
429, 458, 464-466, 492, 
522, 537, 550, 559

FIA  16, 119, 125, 127, 140, 
145, 146, 197, 198, 202, 
238, 240, 300, 482, 
485, 522, 561, 562

Fiat  43, 101, 188, 191, 
192, 327, 349

Fichtel & Sachs  100, 
164, 171

Field, Ted  339
Firestone  127
FISA  397
Fittipaldi, Emerson  211
Fitzpatrick, John  184, 

185, 240, 241, 260, 
300, 325, 339, 340, 
348, 349, 357, 368

Follmer, George  205, 207, 
208, 211, 288, 289

Footwork  482

Ford  53, 103, 115-117, 120, 
126, 129, 141, 181, 183, 
185, 210, 260, 327, 
341, 390, 436, 486

Ford, Gerald  251
Forstner, Egon  32
Fortune  86
Foyt, AJ  211, 378, 397
‘Franc’ (Jean Dewez)  

125, 126
Frankel, Andrew  556
Frankfurt Show  12, 14, 16, 

19, 20, 29, 31, 36, 38, 
41, 42, 51, 58-60, 76, 
140, 168, 213, 221, 255, 
257, 269, 273, 281, 303, 
318, 341, 360, 362, 363, 
379, 380, 395, 405, 412, 
422, 427, 439, 448, 461, 
485, 486, 498, 508, 
510, 512, 520, 544-547

Franz Ferdinand, 
Archduke  11

Fraser, Ian  354, 376
Frazer-Nash  12
French Alpine Rally  117, 

120, 122, 147, 155
French GP  16, 31, 298
Frequelin, Guy  289, 368
Frere, Paul  233, 236, 260, 

474, 494, 518, 555
Fritschy, Bill  192, 

243, 244, 260
Froehlich, D  132
Fuchs  198, 203
Fuhrmann, Dr Ernst  11, 

55, 178, 179, 190, 195, 
255, 260, 269, 297, 
329, 355, 360, 537

Fuji Speedway  368
Fuller, James  333
Fuss, M  116

Gaban, J-P  117, 127-130, 132
Garant, Sylvian  127, 

184, 185
Gardavot, Christian  289, 

300, 327, 341, 349, 412
Garretson, Bob  357, 358
Gaskell, Kevin  493
Gass, Willi  115, 116
Geistdorfer, C  359
Gelin, Maurice  122, 132
Gelo  208, 241, 262, 298, 

325, 326, 339, 340
Gemballa  403, 424, 

434, 468, 559
General Motors (GM)  215
Geneva Rally  109, 110, 116
Geneva Show  9, 38, 54, 

55, 202, 260, 296, 366, 
367, 370, 417, 465, 
470, 472, 475, 476, 
494, 518, 526, 531-533, 
538, 540, 558, 564

German Rally  115-
117, 120, 181

Ghia  42, 102, 103, 232
Giroflex  413
Giugiaro  232
GKN  545
Glas  19
Glemser, Dieter  129
Gnauert, Walter  432
Goertz, Albrecht  22
Goetze  55, 178
Goodyear  340
Gorissen, W  436
Gottifredi, G  185
Gouhier, Joel  506
Graves, J  298
Gregg, Peter  127, 128, 132, 

148, 184, 205, 207, 209, 
240-242, 260, 261, 298, 
325-327, 341, 480, 506

Gregor, Sepp  127, 129
Greub, Pierre  129
Griffin, Larry  347, 

374, 453, 460
Grohs, Harald  358, 544
Gruden, Dusan  285
Gugelot  103
Guichet, Jean  129
Gulf London Rally  120
Gurney, Dan  16, 31
Guzzi, Cesare  131

Haberl, E  181
Hagemann, Jack  390
Hagestad, Bob  261
Hakkinen, Mika  508
Haldi, Claude  129, 148, 

205, 260, 262, 327, 
349, 378, 397, 422

Hall, Bob  538
Ham, Nick  495, 522
Hamilton, Alan  129
Hanrioud, J-P  117
Hanson, John  394
Harrington, Paul  354
Harrison, Pete  148
Hatter, Tony  512
Haywood, Hurley  132, 184-

185, 205, 209, 240, 241, 
260, 261, 298, 339, 357, 
358, 480, 506, 523, 543

Heger, Altfrid  397, 508
Heid, Gerhard  561
Heimrath, Ludwig  300, 326
Helmer, Lars  118, 121, 

123, 147, 155
Helmick, D  185, 298
Henn, Preston  378
Hensler, Paul  107, 

135, 454, 470
Hero, Manfred  359, 378
Herrmann, Edgar  121, 

147, 243
Herrmann, Hans  127, 145
Heyer, Hans  261, 287, 

325, 326, 340
Hezemans, Toine  132, 

260, 287-289, 325
Hill, Phil  374, 423
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Hitler, Adolf  9
Hobbs, David  368, 378
Hockenheim  61, 73, 129, 

131, 150, 210, 300, 
326, 349, 469, 537

Hoffman, Max  10, 12, 14
Holbert, Al  241, 261, 

286, 357
Holup, Gerhard  326
Honda (Acura)  251, 285, 

397, 433, 464-466, 482, 
490, 491, 519, 537, 538, 
543, 550, 560, 566

Honich, Hans  30
Hopkirk, Paddy  115
Huber, Gunther  157
Hughes, Mark  171
Huisman, Patrick  562, 563
Hulme, Denny  211
Hunter, Terry  121, 128
Hussein of Jordan, King  252
Huth, Multer  129

Ickx, Jacky  286, 287, 300, 
325, 339, 340, 358, 
368, 378, 395, 412

Imola  209, 240, 287
IMSA  150, 185, 207, 209, 

241, 260, 288, 326, 327, 
340, 341, 349, 357, 358, 
367, 368, 378, 397, 405, 
422, 436, 470, 480, 494-
496, 506, 507, 522, 543

Indianapolis  349
Innsbruck  127
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